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Artists’ Books Exhibition, UWE, Bristol, UK
Tom Trusky Exhibition Cases, Bower Ashton Library

Bound 
Curated by Louise Atkinson for Artist Book Collective
3rd December 2012 – 31st January 2013

The first showing of the ‘Bound’ exhibition took place 
as part of Divided We Fall in August 2012. It was a huge 
success, and the international collective will continue to tour 
the show over the coming months as a way of strengthening 
connections within the group and promoting the book as an 
artistic medium. 

‘Bound’ was conceived in late 2011 and gathered 
momentum via the Artist Book Collective Facebook group, 
which was established in 2008 by Louise Atkinson, and has 
exhibited hundreds of artists from all over the world in the 
intervening years. This latest exhibition brings together 
twenty-five artists from the United Kingdom, USA, and 
Australia in a touring show which explores and investigates 
experimental binding techniques and conceptual 
interpretations of the book art medium.

The artists involved in the exhibition include Alice 
Bradshaw, Jonathan, Gann, and Louise Tett – all three of 
whom incorporate found pages into their work in order to 
produce dramatically different pieces of art. These range 
from a 19th century encyclopaedia of birds reconstituted as 
a feather duster, through to intricate and poignantly crafted 
wedding bands. Debi Holbrook and Heather Matthew 
explore a more practical interpretation of binding by 
literally sewing the books together, so they are unable  
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to be opened. In addition to these, a more extreme version 
of this idea has been developed by Jane Grisewood, whose 
piece consists of bound canvas pages dipped into wax.

Every piece of artwork in the exhibition has a strong 
sculptural presence. This particularly is exemplified by the 
work of Jane Kenington, whose work references the book 
as a locus of rite and religion experience, by wrapping it in 
the style of a To’o figure – a fetish used in ritual worship of 
Polynesian Gods.

The range of techniques and media employed within the 
show incorporates screen printing, etching, blackwork, 
embossing, collage, assemblage and found objects, to name 
a few, and highlights the diversity of the medium and the 
artists in the collective. ‘Bound’ is the first stage in creating a 
permanent artist book archive for the Artist Book Collective 
in Leeds city centre. This will also be digitised online for 
the artists, researchers and members of the public to view. 
Works are also available for sale or commission.

Jack in a box Vol.2 by Darren Bryant. 
Concertina with Relief Etching and Collage. Unique Edition :By Love and Tears, by Louise Tett. 

Vintage Poems, Fleece, Handmade Box. Unique Edition

Blackwork Embroidery Book by Debra Eck. 
Paper, thread. Edition of 3
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Online profiles:
http://abcarchive.blogspot.co.uk
https://www.facebook.com/artistbookcollective
http://www.flickr.com/groups/artistbookcollective
https://twitter.com/ArtistBookColl

Infinite Possibilities: Maths, Science, Book Arts
23 Sandy Gallery, Portland, Oregon, USA
Until 29th December 2012
The subjects of art, maths, and science aren’t nearly as 
disparate as they sometimes seem. By those in the know, 
meaning those left-brained, analytical types, maths and 
science are often viewed and described in artistic terms: 
the eloquence of an equation, the beauty of a concept. 
And as those right-brained, creative types can attest, 
critical exploration will often result in unique creations 
and unexpected discoveries. To all subjects, the spark of 
imagination is essential.
 
Infinite Possibilities shows us how maths and science can 
be used as a source of artistic inspiration to book artists 
who are thinking creatively about such topics. Taking a 
wide range of approaches - from serious to humorous - 
participating artists explore mechanical and theoretical 
concepts extracted from a diverse range of scientific 
fields: from mathematics to medicine, space, architecture, 
engineering, physics, genetics, botany, biology, and more.
 

Juried by Laura Russell, owner of 23 Sandy Gallery and 
by guest co-juror Dina Scheel, a Bay-area book artist 
and collector, Infinite Possibilities features the work of 
the following artists: Alexis Arnold, Rachael Ashe, Alicia 
Bailey, Susan Bonthron, Servane Briand, Patty Bruce, Macy 
Chadwick, Judith Christensen, Susan Collard, Kindra Crick, 
Katie Delay, Timothy Ely, Casey Gardner, Patricia Grass, 
Karen Hardy, Lucia Harrison, Paula Jull, Heather Kasvinsky, 
Margarita Kloss, Bryan Kring, Susan Lowdermilk, Erin 
Mickelson, Cathryn Miller, Bessie Smith Moulton, 
Catherine Nash, Cynthia Nawalinski, Janis Nedela, Jackie 
Niemi, Carol Norby, Tara O’Brien, Meryl Perloff, Dr. Bob 
Pliny, Katherine Pulido, Sibyl Rubottom, Elizabeth Sanford, 
Jean Segaloff, Julie Shaw Lutts, Maria Talavera, Andrew 
Topel, Elsi Vassdal Ellis, Katherine Venturelli, Laurie Weiss 
and Marilyn Worrix, Thomas Parker Williams, Karen Wirth, 
Beverly Womack, Dorothy A. Yule.
 
23 Sandy Gallery, 623 NE 23rd Avenue, Portland, OR 97232, 
USA. 

A full online catalogue for Infinite Possibilities can be found 
at: http://23sandy.com/works/infinite-possibilities
 

David Shrigley: HOW ARE YOU FEELING?
Cornerhouse, Manchester, UK
Until Sunday 6th Jan 2013
Curator: Mike Chavez-Dawson. A major exhibition of new 
and recent work by acclaimed artist David Shrigley, 
 features a range of drawings, paintings, sculpture and 
never-seen-before live performance. Taking you on a 
skewed, cathartic journey through the clever, amusing and 
raw world of David Shrigley, this extraordinary exhibition 
offers an unequalled, live and interactive experience.

‘How Are You Feeling?’ is a familiar phrase often used in 
self-help, psychiatry and the diagnosis of psychosis. For this 
exhibition, Shrigley offers you art-therapy to help you cope 
with “an increasingly crazy and poorly signposted world”. 
Many of the works in the show invite your participation in 
order to complete them: take time out and relax on one of 
the sculptural beds provided in each gallery; contribute your 
own sketches to the wall of life-drawings using Shrigley’s 
naked humanoid figure as your model; or download a script 
from our website to act out a new Shrigley penned play on 
stage in gallery 3.

David Shrigley’s new book HOW ARE YOU FEELING?, 
published in tandem with the exhibition by Canongate is 
available from our bookshop and website for the special 
price of £10 during the exhibition (RRP £12.99).

Galleries 1, 2 & 3. Mon - Closed, Tue - Sat 12:00 - 20:00, 
Sun 12:00 - 18:00. FREE. Box Office and Programme Info: 
0161 200 1500.

70 Oxford Street, Manchester, M1 5NH, UK.
www.cornerhouse.org/art/art-exhibitions/david-shrigley-
how-are-you-feeling

Sense of Place in Artists’ Books
ALA Library Gallery, Rapson Hall, Minneapolis, USA
Until 11th January 2013
Part of the ‘Mapping Spectral Traces’ series of exhibitions 
and events, this exhibition, curated by Karen Kinoshita, 
showcases artists’ books that feature the notion of place. 
For information on related exhibitions and symposium, 
visit: http://www.mappingspectraltraces.org

Architecture and Landscape Architecture Library Gallery, 
Rapson Hall, 89 Church Street SE
Minneapolis, MN 55455, USA
http://www1.umn.edu/twincities/maps/RapsonH/
https://senseofplaceinartistbooks.wordpress.com

The First Cut
Manchester Art Gallery, UK 
Until Sunday 27 January 2013
31 international artists who cut, sculpt and manipulate 
paper, transform this humble material into fantastical works 
of art for our stunning new exhibition. Wonder at giant 
sculptures inspired by far away galaxies that spiral from 
the wall, explore a walk-through forest of paper trees and 
marvel at miniature worlds that explode from vintage staple 
boxes or emerge from the page of a book.

Artist credits, left to right: © Catherine Nash; Servane Briand;
Laurie Weiss and Marilyn Worrix.
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Flocks of birds and butterflies cut from maps appear 
alongside artworks that feature dark fairytale imagery. 
Guns and grenades fashioned from paper currency and 
sinister silhouettes comment on social, political and 
economic issues.

At the Gallery of Costume fragile paper dresses and shoes, 
as well as sculptural dresses fashioned out of maps and 
money respond to the historical costume displays and 
grandeur of the Georgian setting.

You can also buy limited edition work from our exhibition 
The First Cut: Editions, on the ground floor of Manchester 
Art Gallery. A full colour 112 page publication accompanies 
the exhibition, priced £12.99. It features an introductory 
essay by the curators of the exhibition and texts about each 
artist. Each artist’s work is illustrated with colour images.
Published by Manchester Art Gallery
ISBN: 978-0-901673-82-4. It is available from Manchester 
Art Gallery shop or The Gallery of Costume shop or online 
through the gallery shop http://www.manchestergalleries.
org or through Cornerhouse Publications 
www.cornerhouse.org/books

Many talks and workshops accompany this exhibition. 
Visit the website for full details and booking: 
www.manchestergalleries.org/whats-on/exhibitions/index.
php?itemID=92

Manchester Art Gallery, Mosley Street, Manchester M2 3JL, 
UK. http://www.manchestergalleries.org

GAAG - Guerrilla Art Action Group, 1969 – 1976
Weserburg | Museum of Modern Art, Bremen, Germany
Until 16th January 2013
The Guerrilla Art Action Group (GAAG), founded in 
1969 by Jon Hendricks, Jean Toche and Poppy Johnson, 
was active in New York over a period of several years in 
political art interventions and provocative performances. 
Their protests included opposition to the Vietnam war, 
the US government or the art establishment. A collection 
of manifestos, press releases, letters and other documents 
relating to the group was first published in 1978 and shortly 
thereafter released in a new edition. These publications 
are the centrepiece of the exhibition. Further photographs 
and artists‘ books illustrate the impressive activities of the 
GAAG.

Studienzentrum, Weserburg | Museum of Modern Art 
Teerhof 20 28199, Bremen, Germany 
http://www.weserburg.de

Lessons in History Vol. II – Democracy
‘Democracy’ is examined in an exhibition of artists’ 
books and multiples at grahame galleries + editions,
Brisbane, Australia
Until 15th December 2012
“… In Italy, for thirty years under the Borgias, they had 
warfare, terror, murder and bloodshed, but they produced 
Michelangelo, Leonardo da Vinci and the Renaissance. 
In Switzerland they had brotherly love, they had five 

hundred years of democracy and peace – and what did that 
produce? The cuckoo clock.’  
Harry Lime in The Third Man (1949)

Graham Green’s character expresses contempt for 
democracy in stark contrast to our sense of ‘democracy’ as a 
‘feel-good’ idea. With missionary zeal, we have undertaken 
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, in part to bring a western 
‘democratic system’ to the citizens of these countries. But is 
the ‘democracy’ we wish to impose already broken? Will the 
cuckoo clock be all that is left?

Democracy catalogue - 95 page exhibition catalogue with 
wraparound poster cover has descriptions of all 51 books 
by 50 artists in exhibition. $20.00 AUD, plus post & pack.

grahame galleries + editions
1 Fernberg Road, Milton, Brisbane, Qld. 4064, Australia
www.grahamegalleries.com

Aspen Magazine: 1965-1971
Pat Matthews Gallery, Whitechapel Gallery, London
Until 3rd March 2013
The cult 1960s magazine  featured contributions by prolific 
artists, musicians and writers including Peter Blake, William 
S. Burroughs, John Cage, Ossie Clark, Marcel Duchamp, 
David Hockney, John Lennon, Lou Reed and Yoko Ono.

Few magazines remain and on display are all ten complete 
sets of the rarely seen publication. Issued in a box, Aspen 
was one of the first multi -media magazines and became 
a time capsule of the period. It was conceived by Phyllis 
Johnson, a former editor for Women’s Wear Daily and 
Advertising Age, and inspired by Aspen, Colorado, a 
popular ski resort at the time. Each distinctive issue had 
a different editor and designer who took complete control 
of the magazine.
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On show is Andy Warhol and David Dalton’s Pop Art 
issue including a detergent box cover, and a special British 
issue with British Knickers, a sewing pattern by fashion 
designer Ossie Clark, souvenirs found by Peter Blake and 
The Lennon Diary 1969, a diary of the future written by 
the Beatles musician. Other highlights include films by 
Robert Rauschenberg and Robert Morris, recordings by 
Yoko Ono, John Lennon, William S. Burroughs and Marcel 
Duchamp, essays by Roland Barthes and Susan Sontag, and 
a psychedelic issue edited by Angus MacLise, the original 
drummer from the Velvet Underground.

The Whitechapel Gallery archive exhibitions are generously 
supported by Catherine and Franck Petitgas.

Opening times: Tuesday – Sunday, 11am – 6pm, Thursdays, 
11am – 9pm. Admission free. 

Whitechapel Gallery, 77 – 82 Whitechapel High Street, 
London E1 7QX. Nearest London Underground Station: 
Aldgate East, Liverpool Street, Tower Gateway DLR. 
info@whitechapelgallery.org
whitechapelgallery.org

Vicente B. Ballestar
In:Surgo! Berlin, Germany
Until 18th January 2013
Vicente B. Ballestar, born in Barcelona in 1929, is a Spanish 
illustrator known worldwide for his genre-defining dark 
pulp and supernatural realist illustrations. Throughout his 
long career, he has been beloved by aficionados of the genre 
worldwide, especially for his cover illustrations.

From the beginning of the series in the 70s to his retirement 
in 2007, Ballestar created almost one thousand striking 
scenes in his preferred medium watercolour, giving the 

adventures of John Sinclair their unmistakable graphic 
character and certainly greatly contributing to its cult status. 
In the horror detective fiction series, published weekly since 
1973, Scotland Yard chief inspector John Sinclair is the 
eponymous protagonist of the German pulp fiction written 
by Helmut Rellergerd under the pen name Jason Dark.

In his unique style, characterised by a masterful command 
of light and dark and dynamic linework, exploring the many 
nuances of shadows and extreme emotions in the figures’ 
facial expressions and postures in eerie settings, danger 
always lurking nearby, the master watercolourist Ballestar 
captured the uncanny universe of the series. His dramatic 
illustrations made the hero and his battles with demonic 
and undead opponents come to life, leap off the pages and 
populate the readers’ imagination.

For over thirty years, Ballestar has also painted the 
background scenes of Spanish bullfighting posters. His vivid 
scenes have become synonymous with the breathless tense 
energy, physical rigour and captivating danger of the arenas.

Ballestar has collaborated widely with international 
publishers such as Bastei (Germany), Robert Hale 
(England), Clevalend (Austria), Semic (France and 
Sweden), Winthers (Denmark) and more. As a writer, he has 
published several titles on drawing and painting techniques.

Torstr. 110, 10119 Berlin, Germany
Mon - Sat, 1 - 8 pm. Tel: +49 (0)30 280 93 758
www.resurgo-berlin.com

Materializing “Six Years”: Lucy R. Lippard and the 
Emergence of Conceptual Art 
Elizabeth A. Sackler Center for Feminist Art, Brooklyn 
Museum, New York
Until 3rd February 2013
This exhibition is devoted to examining the defining 
impact Lucy R. Lippard’s groundbreaking book had on 
the emergent Conceptual art movement. Published in 
1973, Six Years simultaneously catalogued and described 
the development of conceptual art practices in the late 
sixties and early seventies, and is now widely considered 
an essential reference work for the period. Using the book’s 
content to structure the exhibition, Materializing “Six Years” 
showcases the artists brought together and championed 
by Lippard, and demonstrates how her curatorial projects, 
critical writing, and political engagement helped to 
redefine exhibition-making, art criticism, and the viewing 
experience.

The exhibition features more than 170 objects by nearly 
ninety artists who were working internationally across a 
range of mediums. In addition to presenting important 
artworks, the exhibition will convey the political foment 
of an era that saw both the emergence of Conceptual 
art and the rise of the Women’s Rights, Civil Rights, and 
anti–Vietnam War movements, and will illustrate the 
period’s experimental impulses through catalogues, artist 
publications, periodicals, photographs, and ephemera from 
key exhibitions and events.
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Organised by Catherine Morris, Curator of the Elizabeth 
A. Sackler Center for Feminist Art, Brooklyn Museum, and 
independent curator Vincent Bonin.

Catalogue: In 1973 the critic and curator Lucy R. Lippard 
published Six Years, a book with possibly the longest subtitle 
in the bibliography of art. Six Years, sometimes referred 
to as a conceptual art object itself, not only described and 
embodied the new type of art-making that Lippard was 
intent on identifying and cataloguing, it also exemplified a 
new way of criticizing and curating art. Nearly forty years 
later, the Brooklyn Museum takes Lippard’s celebrated 
experiment in curated concatenation as a template, turning 
a book that resembled an exhibition into an exhibition 
materialising the ideas in her book.

The artworks and essays featured in this publication 
recall the thrill that was tangible in Lippard’s original 
documentation, reminding us that during the late sixties 
and early seventies all possible social and material 
parameters of art (making) were played with, worked over, 
inverted, reduced, expanded, and rejected. By tracing 
Lippard’s own activities in those years, the book also 
documents the early blurring of boundaries among critical, 
curatorial, and artistic practices.

With more than 200 images of work by dozens of artists 
(printed in color throughout), this book brings Lippard’s 
curatorial experiment full circle. $45.00, available from 
http://shop.brooklynmuseum.org/lucylippard.html

Brooklyn Museum
200 Eastern Parkway
Brooklyn, New York 11238-6052, USA
Train: 2, 3 Eastern Parkway/Brooklyn Museum
Telephone: (718) 638-5000
www.brooklynmuseum.org

ANNETTE MESSAGER Ma collection de proverbes
MAURIZIO NANNUCCI whichever word
mfc - michèle didier, Paris
Until 5th January 2013
whichever word, a new neon text by Maurizio Nannucci, 
produced and published by mfc-michèle didier in 2012, 
is presented jointly with Ma collection de proverbes by 
Annette Messager. The publisher continues the great project 
of publishing the famous collection-albums made by the 
artist between 1972 and 1974. 

Both works show a common interest for words and colors. 
whichever word is published in blue, yellow and red – the 
three primary colors that have to be mixed to render all 
the wide range of natural colors. The color is here more 
important than the word... whichever word. With whichever 
word comes an anthology of all the neon writings the 
artist has realized since 1967 until 2012. Ma collection de 
proverbes also shows colorful words. They are embroidered 
on pieces of fabric and have been rigorously selected by 
Annette Messager because of their «misogynistic» character; 
they are proverbs that remind us of the violence a text can 
sometimes express. 

This double exhibition of Annette Messager and Maurizio 
Nannucci is at mfc-michèle didier gallery until Saturday 
January 5, 2013.

mfc - michèle didier 66, rue Notre-Dame de Nazareth, 
F-75003 Paris. T: +33 (0)1 71 97 49 13. 
Open Tuesday to Saturday, from 12 midday to 7pm 
Subway: République, Strasbourg Saint-Denis, Arts et 
Métiers. www.micheledidier.com 

Arnolfini artists’ books
Bristol Record Office, Bristol, UK
Until 18th January 2013
Highlights from the artists’ books collection in Arnolfini’s 
archive at Bristol Record Office, including works by the 
artists Ed Ruscha, Richard Long, John Furnival, Martin 
Creed, Don Celender and Jonathan Monk. 

The collection stems from the avant-garde art movements of 
the 1960s and many of the books are playful and irreverent 
in character. A small selection of books from the collection 
will also be on display in Arnolfini’s Reading Room: 
http://www.arnolfini.org.uk/pages/reading-room

Arnolfini’s artists’ books collection was recently catalogued 
and can be consulted in the Bristol Record Office 
searchroom or online via the link:
http://www.bristol.gov.uk/page/leisure-and-culture/bristol-
record-office-exhibitions-and-events

Bristol Record Office
‘B’ Bond Warehouse, Smeaton Road, Bristol, BS1 6XN, UK
For opening hours see: http://www.bristol.gov.uk/page/
leisure-and-culture/bristol-record-office-opening-hours

Bestbooks - 8 Positionen zum Künstlerbuch, curated by 
Nora Schattauer 
Until 21st January 2013
Artists: Lutz Fritsch, Paul Heimbach Katharina 
Hinsberg, Pia Niewöhner, Norbert Prangenberg, Michel 
Sauer, Nora Schattauer, Suse Wiegand.
Kunst-und Museumsbibliothek der Stadt Köln (Heinrich-
Böll-Platz/Bischofsgartenstr. 1, 50667 Köln, Germany
http://www.museenkoeln.de/kunst-und-
museumsbibliothek/

BOOK ARTIST INTERNATIONAL BIENNIAL - 
PADUA 2012 
Edited by Maria Grazia Todaro 
At the Museo del Vetro di Montegrotto T.(Pd), Itlay
Until 7th December 2012
http://www.museodelvetro.it
http://biennalelibroartistapadova.blogspot.it

Again, A Time Machine
Hosted by Torpedo at Kunsthall Oslo, Norway
Until 22nd December 2012
Book Works is pleased to announce the final part of Again, 
A Time Machine, hosted by Torpedo at Kunsthall Oslo, 



Norway. Artists are playing with words again – raiding 
the archive, bringing the dead back to life, making the 
living look dead. Quicker than the ever-elusive present, 
they are forging a practice through words, images, books 
and ephemera, that begins to anticipate the past, forecast 
possible histories and re-visit alternative futures.

Again, A Time Machine is a touring exhibition engaging 
with the circuits of practice that have materialised in the 
form of books, writing, printed matter, language, spoken 
word, performative research and archival practice - where 
each new manifestation of the exhibition reinvents itself and 
reveals new work as the project moves from venue to venue.

For Torpedo and Kunsthall Oslo, works by Dora García, 
Stewart Home, Jonathan Monk, Laure Prouvost and Slavs 
and Tatars, are presented alongside Make the Living Look 
Dead, a fictional archive from a selection of Book Works 
artists, including Pavel Büchler, Jeremy Deller, Liam Gillick, 
Karl Holmqvist, Susan Hiller, Elizabeth Price and Mark 
Titchner. Back/Forward a selection of visual material from 
Book Works archive (1984-2011) together with a looped 
showreel of film and video works compiled by Karen Di 
Franco, and Rewind an audio compilation from Book 
Works archive arranged by James Brook, are exhibited in 
conjunction with artists’ publications and printed matter.

Torpedo / Kuntshall Oslo Trelastgata 3 Pb 9297 
Grønland,  N-0134 Oslo, Norway.
Wed-Fri 11 am – 5pm Sat-Sun 12 midday – 5pm

Center for Book Arts NY on the Road: 
Multiple, Limited, Unique: Selections from the Permanent 
Collection of the Center for Book Arts
The exhibition features 125 artist books and prints, and 
is on view at Lafayette College in Pennsylvania until 31st 
December 2012. Skillman Library, Lafayette College
111 Quad Drive, Easton PA 18042, USA.
www.library.lafayette.edu

Bibliothèque d’un amateur: books by Richard Prince 
1981-2012. Curated by Christophe Daviet-Thery
Until 20th December 2012
Christophe Daviet-Thery Livres et Editions d’Artistes, 34 rue 
Louise Weiss, 75013 Paris. Tuesday/Saturday 11am to 7pm. 
Tel : + 33(0)1 53 79 05 95. www. daviet-thery.com  
blog: davietthery.wordpress.com

Color Bound: 
Book Artists Seek Inspiration From Color Theory
Robert B. Haas Family Arts Library, Yale University, USA
2nd January - 12th April 2013
Drawn from the Faber Birren Collection of Books on 
Color, this exhibition explores how the discipline of colour 
theory has influenced the makers of contemporary artists’ 
books and livre d’artiste. Book artists have explored colour 
theory in a rigorous, yet not specifically scientific, manner. 
How has the work of important colour theorists such as 
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, M.E. Chevreul, and Josef 
Albers been employed by book artists? How have more 
ephemeral, but equally important, colour resources, such 
as paint chip catalogues, inspired works of art in the book 
form? How has research into colour preference and visual 
phenomena been interpreted by artists?  Three major trends 
in this surprisingly fertile sub-category of book art will be 
discussed with extensive visual examples: 1) works that 
embrace systems of color, 2) works that reference colour 
nomenclature or identification, 3) works that are primarily 
conceptual.

All exhibitions are free and open to the public. Non-Yale 
community members must check in with the security guard 
in the lobby of the Loria Center, 190 York Street, to gain 
access to the Haas Family Arts Library.  Photo ID required 
to enter library.

Robert B. Haas Family Arts Library, 180 York Street
New Haven, CT 06520-8318, USA.
http://www.library.yale.edu/arts/specialcollections/
exhibitions.html

David Shrigley
Anton Kern Gallery, New York
10th January – 23rd February 2013
532 West 20th Street  New York, NY 10011
Tel: 212 367 9663. Tuesday-Saturday 10am - 6pm
http://www.antonkerngallery.com/artist/david-shrigley

Film in Space: An exhibition of film and expanded cinema 
selected by Guy Sherwin
Camden Arts Centre, London
15th December 2012 – 24th February 2013
Artists include: Angela Allen, Gill Eatherley, Steve Farrer, 
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Nicky Hamlyn, Emma Hart, Dan Hays, Denise Hawrysio 
(book works), Malcolm Le Grice, Rob Mullender, Annabel 
Nicolson, Simon Payne, William Raban, Lucy Reynolds, 
Guy Sherwin, Chris Welsby.

Camden Arts Centre, Arkwright Road, London NW3 6DG. 
www.camdenartscentre.org/visit

EXIT
AkkuH, Aktuele Kunst, Hengelo, The Netherlands
Until 15th December 2012

Frans Baake, Udona Boerema, Monique Bosman, Wijnand 
Buursink, Theun Hetterscheid, Nour-Eddine Jarram, Tine 
Kemperman, Tessa Lieffering, Hieke Luik, Sebiha Demir, 
Annet Vroom.
 
AkkuH, Aktuele Kunst Hengelo, F. Hazemeijerstraat 800
7555 RJ Hengelo, The Netherlands. info@akkuh.nl
www.akkuh.nl

Sharon Kivland - Ma Nana (encore), autres filles, et 
quelques petites explosions
Galerie des petits carreaux, Paris
Until 5th January 2013

Galerie des petits carreaux, 43 rue des petits carreaux
75002 Paris, France. www.galeriedespetitscarreaux.com

ERIK VAN DER WEIJDE
Florence Loewy , Paris
Until 21st December 2012
The Florence Loewy gallery presents a collection of 
photographs and books from Erik van der Weijde’s diverse 
body of work. 

Florence Loewy books by artists, 9 rue de Thorigny 75003 
Paris, France. Tuesday - Saturday 2pm – 7pm.
www.florenceloewy.com

Tom Phillips at bookartbookshop, London
Until 31st December 2012
Tom Phillips CBE R.A. is an English artist. He was born 
in London, where he continues to work. He is a painter, 
printmaker and collagist. For the month of December Tom 
Phillips will be the featured book artist at the wonderful 
bookartbookshop, with a selection of bookworks on show.

bookartbookshop, 17 Pitfield Street, Hoxton, London N1 
6HB. Wednesday to Friday: 1-7pm
Saturday and Sunday: 12-6pm. Tel: +44 20 7608 1333
www.bookartbookshop.com

Mary Pritchard’s work (above) is included in the Xmas 
Pop-up show at Artisan Gallery, 80 Harlesden Road, NW10 
2BE, London, UK.Open Tuesdays to Saturdays from 11-
5pm from 4th to 22nd December. Information about this 
show is at: http://www.artisan80.com

Minute - An exhibition of experimental artists’ books
Curated by we love your books 2012
The University of Northampton, UK
Until 17th December 2012 
Avenue Campus Foyer, Avenue Campus, The University of 
Northampton, St. George’s Avenue, Northampton NN2 6JD
You can view books curated for the online version of the 
Minute exhibition at: 
http://www.weloveyourbooks.com/page22/page22.php
http://www.weloveyourbooks.com
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Zines #1 1971-1975: Archive Artist Publications / Artists’ 
Magazines from the Hubert Kretschmer Collection
Zentralinstitut fuer Kunstgeschichte, Munich
31st January – 5th April 2013
Zentralinstitut fuer Kunstgeschichte, Katharina-von-Bora-
Strasse 10, Munich, Germany
http://www.zikg.eu/szm/index.htm

Dave Dyment - Hourglass Sand in the Vaseline 
MKG127, Toronto, Canada
Until 22nd December 2012
An exhibition of new work by Toronto artist Dave Dyment 
and in the front space, A Googled History of Domestic 
Furnishings by Toronto artist Gwen MacGregor. 

Hourglass Sand in the Vaseline, Dyment’s third solo 
exhibition at MKG127, continues the artist’s exploration of 
the language and idioms inherent to cinema and popular 
culture. Formal tropes such as the diptych, the duet, 
the recto-verso and the alternate-take are employed to 
investigate black-outs, gaps, and other temporal ellipses.

Dave Dyment’s research-based conceptualism often involves 
obsessive collecting and cataloguing of cultural data. 
His most recent projects, for example, include The Day 
After Tomorrow, which consists of every disaster film ever 
made reduced to the moments of impact, and presented 
geographically across twenty monitors and Is It What It Is 
and Other Questions, commissioned this summer by the 
Power Plant, an LED sign with one thousand questions 
culled from the gallery archives. Dyment has exhibited 
across Canada and internationally.

MKG127 is located in Toronto at 1445 Dundas St. West 
between Dufferin St. and Gladstone Ave. Hours are 
Wednesday to Saturday from 12 to 6pm or by appointment. 
For more information call 647-435-7682. 
www.mkg127.com

MCBA is proud to announce the 2012 Winter Book, 
Lessons for Our Time
Join artists, staff and board in celebrating MCBA’s twenty-
second Winter Book! Lessons for Our Time, a contemporary 
artist’s book inspired by the medieval tradition of the Book 
of Hours, illuminates the joys and concerns of our new 
century through poetry, prose and visual art.
 
Winter Book Publication Celebrations
Saturday, December 15
2–5pm: Publication reception at MCBA’s studios. Peruse the 
book, meet the artists and production team, and enjoy tea 
and light refreshments. Free and open to the public; RSVP 
to The Shop at 612 215 2520.

7pm: Lessons and Carols for Our Time, a concert 
performance in collaboration with vocal ensemble Cantus 
and Winter Book editor Patricia Kirkpatrick. Held at the 
Chapel of St. Thomas Aquinas, on the University of St. 
Thomas campus in St. Paul. Tickets $20 to $25; purchase 
through the Cantus box office at 612 435 0055. Seating is 
limited.

Read much more about Winter Book at our website: 
mnbookarts.org/winterbook

Exhibitions currently on show at MCBA and throughout 
Open Book:

The End of Times Broadside Exchange 
(Open book Lobby Gallery)
An exhibition of impending doom, organised by letterpress 
printer and artist Mary Bruno, on whose birthday the world 
will end (according to the Mayan calendar, at least).

Zero to a Thousand Words: Stories Told in Pictures 
(Open Book Lobby Gallery)
A fascinating look at the history of the graphic novel, from 
the 1930s through the present day.

CB Sherlock: Everything Cubes 
(Bindery Gallery)
The cube, like a book, is known to each of us, something 
we have grown up with and played with as children. 
CB Sherlock transforms the cube into a story, a poem, 
a visitation of place.

Wood Engravers’ Network 
(Open Book Cowles Literary Commons)
The first juried exhibition sponsored by the Wood 
Engravers’ Network, this traveling exhibit features 60 prints 
and 3 artist books by 33 relief engraving artists from the 
United States, Canada, Russia and the United Kingdom.

Minnesota Center for Book Arts At Open Book • 1011 
Washington Ave. S., Suite 100 • Minneapolis, MN 55415
http://mnbookarts.org

Christina Mitrentse 
Unit 24 Gallery, London
Until 1st January 2013
Christina Mitrentse projects launches the Bibliophiles. 
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A limited edition series of sculptural objects made from 
Mitrentse’s book collection and from favourite books 
contributed by international art specialists. Hand crafted 
book pages, appropriated literature and screenprinted 
images of books, transformed into unique limited edition 
light objects that can function in the interior of a domestic 
space, or in an office.

Unit 24 Gallery, 20 Great Guildford Street, SE1 0FD, 
London, UK. Next to Tate Modern. Underground: 
Southwark & London Bridge
www.unit24.info | www.unit24.info/24design

Jánis Nedéla - Disparate Bed Fellows
Galerie Dusseldorf, WA, Australia
Until 16th December 2012

For more than 30 years, Jánis Nedéla’s studio practice has 
concerned itself with codes and the possibilities of art as an 
infinite flow of seamless text.

In this exhibition he has embedded meanings and stories 
into what, at first glance, are disparate objects which include 
books, the printed page, pencils and crayons.

The seduction of colour, surface and grids has become a 
pre-occupation and the works are obsessively linked to the 
nature of text. They operate optically and contemplatively.

Galerie Dusseldorf
9 Glyde Street, Mosman Park, WA 6012, Australia
www.galeriedusseldorf.com.au 

WSW Interns Present: Manufactory 
Work by Interns-in-Residence, WSW, Rosendale, USA
Kristen Fleming, Rachel Kauff, Joyce Taylor
Opening Reception: Sunday, December 2nd, 1pm
At the Women’s Studio Workshop gallery space and 
adjacent construction site. Women’s Studio Workshop, 722 
Binnewater Lane, Rosendale, NY 12472, USA.
http://www.wsworkshop.org

Claire Jeanine Satin has artists’ books on show in the 
following venues: Guestbooks, Bookworks & Similar 
Departures by Guests of the Emily Harvey Foundation, 
2004-2012, Emily Harvey Gallery, Venice, Italy; Grand 
Harvest, The Williamsburg Art & Historical Center, 
Brooklyn, New York; Text, Print, Repeat, William 
Patterson University, Wayne, New Jersey; Text and 
Context, The Jewish Ar, Barnard Kraft Center, New York, 
NY; Transparent/Opaque, Abecedarium Gallery, Denver, 
Colorado.

War Games Room at Proteus Gowanus, New York
As part of our yearlong theme, Battle, and in conjunction 
with our current exhibition, War of Words, we are pleased 
to launch the War Games Room, a space to play at war 
with your favorite friends and enemies. You can play on a 
handmade Risk game designed by Ryan Jones with New 
York City boroughs, not nations, vying for the upper hand. 
Also featured will be a magnetized Diplomacy board 
assembled by Tom LaFarge, a beautiful hand-tooled game 
of Connect Four by Nick DeFriez and other games made 
available to us by our partners in gaming, the Brooklyn 
Strategist, a game room on Court Street where you can play 
year round and eat snacks too. The Proteus War Games 
Room will be open every weekend from 12-6pm.
Proteus Gowanus | 543 Union Street, #1C | Brooklyn, NY 
11215, USA. www.proteusgowanus.org

Graphics and Beyond
Galerie De Pieter, Leiden, The Netherlands
Until 9th December 2012
An exhibition of works from Grafische Werkplaats Den 
Haag. Galerie De Pieter, Breestraat 46, 2311 CS Leiden, 
The Netherlands. www.galeriedepieter.nl
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Splendid Isolation 
Johan Deumens Gallery, Amsterdam
Until 8th December 2012
An exhibition of unique works, editions and artists’ 
books by Frans Baake, Henze Boekhout, Antonia Hirsch, 
Geirmunder Klein, Michalis Pichler, Peter Spaans, 
Elisabeth Tonnard, Marinus van Dijke, Ton Zwerver, 
Kasper Andreasen, Annesas Appel, Martin Brandsma, 
Anett Frontzek, Richard Long, Marlies Appel, Alicja 
Werbachowska.

Gabriel Metsustraat 8, 1071 EA Amsterdam 
info@johandeumens.com   www.johandeumens.com

Articulating the Infinite
An exhibition of new artworks by Jeff Rathermel
Traffic Zone Center for Visual Art, Minneapolis, USA
7th January  – 15th February 2013

Opening Reception Friday, January 11, 2013. 5:30 – 8:30 pm
Free and open to the public.

Traffic Zone Gallery presents Articulating the Infinite, an 
exhibition of new artworks by Jeff Rathermel, curated by 
Wilber H. Schilling.

The concept of time is integral to Rathermel’s work – in 
particular, the use of this human construct to explain and 
order the infinite. Defining one’s existence in an endless 
universe is both an intense need and an unattainable goal. 
With failure acknowledged and ensured, the artist seeks to 
describe the indescribable concepts of “forever” and “all” 
through the inadequate tools of words, images, numbers 
and other symbols.

Jeff Rathermel’s style is characterised by handwork, layered 
imagery, hybrid print techniques, and the inclusion of tactile 

elements. The processes used to create pieces are visible in 
their completed state, documenting time and the evolution 
of the work. Layers of meaning are created physically with 
translucent veils or metaphorically by juxtaposing disparate 
imagery and printmaking methods.  Handmade paper 
provides a textured and patterned surface that may support 
or alter the definitions of printed images.

Articulating the Infinite is the latest chapter in Rathermel’s 
ongoing dialogue with material, form, narrative and 
meaning.

Jeff Rathermel Artist Statement: “I am a printmaker, hand 
papermaker, and book artist. When combined, these 
disciplines allow me to explore two- and three-dimensional 
formats, the written word, mark making, repetition, rhythm, 
symbolism, and the power of visual narrative.”

Works in Rathermel’s Articulating the Infinite series include:

Infinity in 3 Sizes - Articulating the Infinite (vol. 1) 2010
Even the notion of infinity has varying degrees – a very odd 
concept. A string of whole numbers is infinite as is a string 
of odd whole numbers, yet the latter represents a “lesser” 
infinity. Both are forever.
 
Α & Ω - Articulating the Infinite (vol. 2) 2010
How do we define the beginning of an expanding universe 
composed of materials we have yet to capture? How can we 
comprehend an end that yields nothingness? Humans play 
God and categorise, label and map whatever they can to 
cope and provide a context for their lives. The small books 
in this piece provide latitude and longitude coordinates 
that assisted sailors in locating themselves in vast, dark, 
and often intimidating seas. The ability to “hold” the 
beginning and the end of anything, and know one’s place 
simultaneously is rare in life.
 
All / Universe - Articulating the Infinite (vol. 3) 2010
This set of books repeats imagery of a digitally constructed 
universe. An “all” created by a series of alga rhythms and 
formulas that, with probability, replicates a true universe. 
The laws of infinity allow for all possibilities.
 
A Small System of Balance - Articulating the Infinite (vol. 4)
2010. The concept of “nothing” is a true constant and 
fulcrum. In numbers, zero is the only true resting point. 
To both sides of it are infinite degrees of lesser and greater.  
 
From 19 to 19 - Articulating the Infinite (vol. 5) 2010
As humans, we strive for order and seek patterns in our 
everyday lives. This book is comprised of 19 sets of 361 
randomly generated numbers (19 x 19) arranged in grids, 
with each number assigned a different pattern. There is 
no order in any of the pages, yet in viewing the book, we 
instinctively search for patterns.

Small Boxed Eternity - Articulating the Infinite (vol. 6)
2010. As we learn and grow as individuals, our ability to 
unquestionably embrace the concepts of “forever” and “all” 
is diminished by practicality and rationality. Perhaps those 
who can best articulate the infinite are the young.
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9 Approximations of Forever - Articulating the Infinite (vol. 
7) 2010. One approximation of forever is as good as another. 
All are failures – yet they are noble gestures. Some may 
argue that the individual who approximates forever is as 
accurate as an individual who admits he cannot.

Traffic Zone Center for Visual Art
250 3rd Avenue North, Minneapolis, MN 55401, USA
Traffic Zone Gallery is open Mon-Fri from 9 am - 5 pm
trafficzoneart@gmail.com
www.trafficzoneart.com

Galeria At, Poznań, Poland presents the latest exhibition 
in the BOOK AND WHAT NEXT series: 
Francis van Maele and Antic Ham - Franticham’s Universe
Until 21st December 2012

The 11th edition of the series of exhibitions BOOK AND 
WHAT NEXT (since 1990) Galeria At presents artists’ 
books and prints by artists publishing from Redfoxpress 
in Ireland - Francis van Maele (Belgium) and Antic Ham 
(Korea).

Opening event 10th December at 6pm, all welcome. 
GALERIA AT, ul Solna 4, 61-735 Poznań, Poland
www.galeria-at.siteor.pl

Druckworks
40 Years of Books and Projects by Johanna Drucker
The Center for Book and Paper Arts, Columbia College 
Chicago, USA, Until 7th December, and touring 2013.

Organised by the Center for Book and Paper Arts, 
Columbia College Chicago. Johanna Drucker printed her 
first letterpress book in 1972 and has been active as an 
writer, typographic poet, and scholar-critic ever since. 
While widely known for her contributions to contemporary 

art theory and history, she is also a prolific creative artist 
with more than four dozen artists’ books to her credit. Her 
writings have helped shape the field of artists’ books, visual 
poetics, and digital aesthetics in dialogue with the arts and 
critical issues. This comprehensive retrospective exhibits her 
books, graphic art, and visual projects, including her most 
recent work Stochastic Poetics. 

A full length catalogue features commentary and essays by 
over twenty critics, scholars and artists including Jerome 
McGann, Marjorie Perloff, Susan Bee, Emily McVarish, 
Brad Freeman, Kyle Schlesinger, Craig Dworkin, and others.  
To order call 312-360-6630 email book&paper@colum.edu 
or see: http://www.colum.edu/Academics/Interarts/book-
and-paper/online-store.php

The exhibition tour continues: Denison Museum, Denison 
University, February 9 – May 11, 2013; San Francisco Center 
for the Book, May – August, 2013. 

Center for Book and Paper Arts, Columbia College Chicago
1104 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, IL 60605, USA
www.colum.edu/book_and_paper/

COVER ARTIST FOR THIS ISSUE OF THE BAN: 

Kevin Boniface is an artist/writer who lives and works in 
West Yorkshire. He graduated in fine art and geography 
from Liverpool University in 1993 and became a serial 
diarist after starting work as a postman on his return to 
Yorkshire. He has two published works, Where Are You? 
and Lost In The Post, collaborations with photographers 
Shaw and Shaw.

His self-published artists’ books have been exhibited 
internationally. His latest project, The Most Difficult 
Thing Ever, is a relentless trawl through the street-life of 
a Yorkshire town, viewed from the unique perspective of 
a postman intimately familiar with every detail. The Most 
Difficult Thing Ever book, published by Victory Garden 
Press at £7.50, is available from: www.victorygarden.co.uk

Kevin’s blog The Most Difficult Thing Ever, recently won 
the Blog North Award for Best Writing blog.  The Blog 
North Awards are new for 2012. They celebrate the best of 
Northern England’s independent publishing, and aim to 
bring some of the great new writing being published online 
to a wider audience. www.blognorthawards.com
http://themostdifficultthingever.blogspot.co.uk
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

LCBA Holiday Cards - Need to buy some lovely cards to 
send to family and friends?
A6 sized and printed in blue-silver ink on our Vandercook 
SP-15 onto 370gsm off-white FSC cartridge. Each card 
comes with a C6 Kraft envelope. Packs are protected in cello 
bags. Pack of 5, £8, individual cards, £2.25.
All proceeds go to sustaining the UK’s first centre 
dedicated to book arts!
Order online at: http://londonbookarts.bigcartel.com

And, the perfect gift for the holidays: London Centre for 
Book Arts tote bag with artwork by Ira Yonemura. 
Perfect for carrying books, tools and materials.
Screenprinted onto 100% Natural 140 gsm cotton, 
unbleached and undyed. Size 38cm (w) x 43cm (h) with 
long handles. £5. All proceeds go to sustaining the UK’s 
first centre dedicated to book arts!
Order online at: http://londonbookarts.bigcartel.com

Sam Treadaway (www.samtreadaway.com) is fundraising 
for a new bookwork Revolve:R

Revolve:R includes work by artists based in Belgium, 
Croatia, Germany,  Spain, Switzerland, the UK and the USA:

Diana Ali, Todd Diciurcio, Patrick Galway, Verena Hagler, 
Alice Hendy,  Ilana Levine, Antun Maracic, Domingo 
Martinez, Leila Peacock, Bernd Reichert, Matt Rowe, Emily 
Speed, Clare Thornton & Emma Cocker, Sam Treadaway, 
Linnea Vedder, Ricarda Vidal, and the mathmatition Oscar 
Bandtlow.

The artists were invited to take part in an exchange of 
pages, carrying any one or combination of the following: 
drawing, painting, printmaking, photography, collage, or 
text. All artists initially received a copy of the same page, 
produced by us, to which they had four weeks in which 
to respond. When all responses had been received we 
viewed and discussed the work, noting shared concepts, 

themes and details that we found particularly interesting. 
We then produced a new page, our response, in reply to 
this collection of responses. This page was again sent to 
all artists. Each cycle of correspondence we call a Revolve. 
After six Revolves all pages are scanned, printed on 150gms 
paper and bound in a limited edition, bookwork. This we 
call a Revolve:R.

Details of the project and how to back it can be viewed at: 
www.sponsume.com/project/revolver

St Bride Foundation
St Bride Foundation was opened in 1895 as a social, 
educational and cultural centre and housed both a technical 
library and printing school providing tuition for local 
printers and students. The school eventually outgrew its 
premises and relocated, becoming what is now the London 
College of Communication.

The processes and techniques explored at St Bride Printing 
School years ago are again thriving as letterpress undergoes 
something of a renaissance in the UK. St Bride Foundation 
aims to keep the tradition and heritage of printing alive 
through a diverse selection of workshops, lectures and 
conferences.

St Bride Foundation Print Workshop
http://printworkshop.stbride.org
Short courses in letterpress printing • Specialist workshops 
for students
Printing at St Bride - A continual series of courses and 
workshops are now on offer exploring letterpress printing.

Available to book now
• Getting started with the Adana
• Letterpress short course
• Supervised Access
• Two-day letterpress intensive
• Exploring Letterpress and Linocut
• Introduction to wood engraving  

St Bride Library
Something for everyone in the world of graphics.
http://stbride.org/library
library@sbf.org.uk
• 50,000 books. All the classic works on printing technique, 
visual style, typography, graphic design, calligraphy and 
more. There are many titles that offer excellent subject 
introductions, and our staff can help in guiding those 
without detailed knowledge in our subject areas towards 
these titles and more. Our acquisitions policy ensures the 
latest on digital typography and cutting edge web design 
rubs shoulders with current academic research on medieval 
printing, papermaking and the book trade.

• 3,500 periodicals, catalogues and directories, from 
typographic journals such as the Fleuron and Emigre to 
graphics reviews like Motif and Eye. Specimen books and 
catalogues.

• A matchless record of artefacts that bring the history 
of print culture to life. Type is one of the highlights, with 
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Elizabeth James, Senior Librarian from the Victoria and 
Albert Museum in London amongst others: the full list of 
jury members will be announced with the Rules and Call for 
Entries in late February. 

The winners will all be invited to exhibit at Bank Street Arts 
(and/or potentially with one of our Partners) in 2014. These 
exhibitions by Prize Winners have proven to be some of 
the highlights in our programme in 2012 and give artists 
the opportunity to try out new ideas and bring some of the 
work from their books into the gallery setting. Japanese 
artist Kaho Kojima, the Main Prize Winner in 2011 took the 
basic ideas from her Prize winning entry ‘A Drop of Cloud’ 
and built these into an installation piece filling one of the 
galleries at Bank Street Arts ‘White Forest’:

Special Jury Prize Winner Elisabeth Tonnard produced 
a sound installation based on her Prize Winning Book, 
‘A Dialogue in Useful Phrases’:

which was featured alongside an earlier installation piece 
‘Interior Monologue’:

punches, matrices and founders’ type from the seventeenth 
to the twentieth century. Plus wood blocks, copper plate and 
lithographic stones to exemplify the various techniques used 
to reproduce images. Copies of some of the software that 
has been used in the graphics industry, with particular focus 
on the documentation and user guides. Business records, 
correspondence, and collections of designers’ materials: 
layouts, briefings and copy.

• A stimulating events programme put together and 
delivered by people who are passionate about typography, 
graphic design and print.

Access & opening hours
The Reading Room will be open on Wednesdays from 
11:00am until 6:00pm from 26th September 2012. No 
appointment is required, but we can only accommodate a 
maximum of 12 researchers at any one time. During very 
busy periods you may be asked to wait in the Reception area 
until space becomes available within the Reading Room. 
We hope to extend our opening hours in the future. 
You may also book a private appointment on an alternative 
day by contacting the Reading Room staff via email on: 
library@sbf.org.uk

4th Sheffield International Artist’s Book Prize -
An announcement from John Clark:
We will be launching the 4th Sheffield International Artist’s 
Book Prize early in 2013 and we aim to make this year’s 
Prize and the exhibitions that follow much bigger events 
and with your help cement the Prize as a must enter and 
must see event in the artist’s book calendar. For this next 
two year cycle, our 4th edition, we have some help with our 
ambition in the guise of sponsorship and hopefully we will 
be in a position to make further announcements over the 
coming weeks. 

We have a principle sponsor this year – The Open College 
of the Arts – you can find out more about their work at 
www.oca-uk.com

We also have sponsors provisionally lined up for some of the 
Prizes and further details will be revealed on the book prize 
website as soon as we have confirmation - 
http://artistsbookprize.co.uk

For this fourth edition we hope to build upon the successes 
of previous Prizes whilst strategically developing the event. 
Prize money will be increased in 2013 along with the 
number of prizes awarded. We will continue with our tried 
and trusted format of displaying every book submitted in 
the Book Prize Exhibition. This will take place alongside 
the Off the Shelf Festival in Sheffield in October/November 
2013 but we will extend the duration of the exhibition to 
at least 6 weeks to give visitors more time to attend. The 
Prize will remain open to anyone from anywhere in the 
world, will be free to enter and as with the previous two 
editions there will be a Student Prize to encourage those at 
an early stage in their careers to submit to an international 
exhibition. At least two additional prizes will be selected 
by jury and the Main Prize will continue to be voted for 
by visitors to the exhibition. The jury this year will include 



whilst Student Prize Winner, Clare Rogers, used the 
opportunity to develop further work and ideas about her 
hometown. In an exhibition entitled, ‘From here you can 
almost see the sea: A Response to Living in Plymouth’,
Clare built upon the very personal, ‘Inventory: A List of 
Everything in my home’ in an examination of her wider 
environment through both wall based work and books:

In addition to the exhibitions by Prize Winners, we have 
recently embarked upon a series of exhibitions showing 
books from our Collection. A unique feature of the 
Sheffield International Artist’s Book Prize is that we invite 
all those who submit entries to donate their books to our 
growing Collection in the hope that we can build a unique, 
democratised and representative collection showing a cross 
section of books by artists practicing today. Entrants are 
not obliged to donate their entries as a condition of entry 
but in 2011 we were bowled over by the generosity of those 
submitting entries as over 90% donated their books to the 
Collection. As a result we now have a varied and fascinating 
selection that we are able to display further and wider. In 
the run up to the 2013 Prize, books from the Collection will 
be on display at Bank Street Arts for over 12 months in four 
exhibitions, each curated by a different artist selecting their 
favourites and looking further at the challenges thrown up 
in terms of display. 

2012 has also seen us further development the Collection 
in terms of how it is archived and how it might be used. 
Doctoral research student, Julie Swallow, who has curated 
the first in this new series of exhibitions, has been working 
with us as an Artist-in-Residence looking at both archiving 
and developing audiences; her work has focussed upon 
looking at alternative taxonomies and examing how 
children approach artists’ books. 

In 2013 and 2014 we will also tour the Collection more 
widely and we hope that the fourth edition will see both 
the volume and variety of works we have at our disposal 
grow still further and artists who donate their books can 
be assured that we will increase our efforts to disseminate 
their work. 
 

In this vein, 2012 has seen us begin to develop our online 
archive of the Collection and we intend to take this further 
over the next two years. We welcome the comments of any 
artists whose books are displayed here and also encourage 
them to get involved by adding to their entries – please see 
http://artistsbookprize.co.uk/collection

We hope the above gives a flavour of some of the work 
involved in and arising from the Sheffield International 
Artist’s Book Prize. Since its inception, the Prize has always 
been more about an engagement with the medium than the 
hosting of a competition: whilst not denying the success 
of the latter it is there as a catalyst for the former. We look 
forward now with great enthusiasm to what this fourth 
edition will bring; with your help we are sure it will be the 
biggest and best exhibition yet and we hope that if you have 
participated before you will do so again and if this is the first 
time you have encountered the Prize you will participate 
next year and encourage colleagues to do the same. 

If you would like to receive a copy of the Terms and 
Conditions of Entry as soon as the 2013 Prize is launched, 
then please e-mail bookprize@bankstreetarts.com
and please send any other enquiries or questions to the 
same address. In the meantime, please keep an eyes on the 
website where full details will shortly be announced and we 
will post news of Sponsors and other developments.
http://artistsbookprize.co.uk

COURSES & WORKSHOPS

BINDING re:DEFINED
These Wiltshire, UK based workshops are priced at £140 
including lunch and materials. The new 2013 programme is 
now available online at ww.bookbindingworkshops.com

19th and 20th January 2013
Coptic binding - tutor Lori Sauer
This is one of the oldest forms of binding and remains one 
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of the most beautiful. It is an elegant structure made with 
wooden boards and an integrated headband; a visible chain 
stitch crosses the unlined spine allowing the book to open 
flat. The books in this workshop are made with hardwood 
quarter-sawn boards and use the traditional method of 
drilling angled holes for attaching the text.

1st – 3rd February 2013
The Shrigley -  tutor Benjamin Elbel
This course unveils a clever and unconventional method 
for binding a collection of paper documents of the same 
size (such as postcards, photos, etc.) without the need for 
glue, plastic sleeves or photo corners. It has an ingenious 
two-sided corner construction that forms a frame on each 

page; participants learn how to fold the perfect concertina 
when making the book’s spine. At least two albums will be 
made, beginning with a working model and proceeding on 
to individual projects.

5th and 6th March 2013
Stub Binding -  tutor Lori Sauer
Stub Binding, or atlas binding, has been around for many 
centuries. It involves attaching a narrow strip of paper, 
either by sewing or pasting, to the spine fold of a section and 
then using this new extension of paper, or stub, as the spine 
of the book. Its mechanics are particularly good for books 
where the gutter margin is too narrow, or the sections are 
too thick for conventional rounding or backing. The stubs 
form an inert spine from which the text pages flow freely. 
It is perfect for albums, pamphlets and texts with double-
page spread illustrations where sewing down the centre 

fold should be avoided. Binders working in all areas will find 
this structure invaluable and be amazed at its contemporary 
applications. Please see all of our workshops at 
www.bookbindingworkshops.com

Studio West End, Australia, 15th Summer Workshop
Printmaking, Book Arts, Drawing, Painting
WIM de VOS and ADELE OUTTERIDGE
7th to 25th January 2013
9:30am to 4:00pm, Mon to Fri. COST: $1,950, (3 weeks) 
$1,275, (2 weeks), $675 (1 week). Enrolment can be for one 
two or three weeks. Class size is limited and suitable for 
all levels. Individual projects are encouraged. Structured 
exercises will be provided for new participants and for those 
wishing to extend skills for professional development.
Participants may choose one or more media. Class size is 
limited so there is plenty of flexibility.

Printmaking - Introduction to etching (intaglio and relief 
printing). Techniques will include: line, aquatint, sugarlift, 
drypoint, engraving, mezzotint, embossing, lino and 
collagraph. Participants will design their own artists’ stamps 
using copper, zinc, acrylic or board plates. Multiple plate 
and viscosity printing will also be covered. A theme may 
be chosen: photographs or drawings may be a source of 
inspiration.

Book Arts - Participants will be introduced to the book 
arts through several simple binding techniques for making 
single and multi section books with soft and hard covers. A 
variety of papers and binding styles will be used to create 
highly individual books, which may be developed from the 
other media covered in the workshop. Participants will be 
able to create their own decorative papers using different 
surface design materials including rust, inks, paints, 
dry media, shellac etc. We shall explore the sculptural 
properties of the book form as well as designing folios and 
containers for prints, drawings etc. Individual projects will 
be encouraged.

Painting - A series of exercises will explore the use of acrylic 
paint on paper, board or canvas.The techniques of brush 
marks, wash, solid paint and glazing will be explored.
Subject matter will include; landscape, figure, still life and 
text.

Mixed Media Drawing - A series of exercises on paper using 
wet and dry media including pen, ink, charcoal, pencil, 
collage. Found objects may be included. The aim will be 
eventually to produce larger works on quality paper.

Studio West End, 35 Mollison St., West End, 4101, Australia
Tel/fax: 07 3844 8469, Email: delidge@uq.net.au 
www.studiowestend.com

Bookbinding courses with Clare Bryan at the City Lit, 
London, UK

Bookbinding 2: album, Coptic stitch and portfolio
January 7th  - March 18th
11-week course, Mondays 10.30am – 4.30pm
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Bookbinding 2 is a progression on from Bookbinding 1 
but is also designed for a complete beginner to be able start 
the course. With each structure you will be taught through 
demonstration and accompanying handouts. As well as 
covering the books and boxes in bookcloth and paper you 
will also make your own patterned paste papers. You will 
make a stitched sectioned album, coptic stitched book with 
board covers, a portfolio and a drop-back box with recess. 
So with these interesting and informative structures explore 
bookbinding and develop your skills in the production and 
design of hand made books, boxes and portfolios.
For beginners as well as for those with some experience.

Paper engineering: pop-ups and the artist’s book
January 11th  - February 8th
5 evenings, Fridays 6pm – 9 pm
Over the five evenings you will look at and develop the 2D 
page into 3D pop-up. You will be introduced to various 
folding techniques and simple book structures such as zig-
zag & pamphlet bindings. With opportunity to practise and 
produce a number of models that will provide you with a 
good working knowledge of the materials and techniques 
required to enable you to develop your pop-up skills within 
the book form. For beginners.

Bookbinding: making a unique artist book
April 15 th  - July 1st
10-week course Mondays 10.30am – 4.30pm
Whether you are an artist or maker or simply interested 
in the book form, this course is designed to develop your 
ideas through the structure of the book culminating in a 
unique hand made book. You will be introduced to ‘artists 
books’ through examples for you to handle plus further 
examples on slides. Using simple print methods such as 
mono print, rubber stamp and embossing and combining 
these with a range of interesting book structures ranging 
from simple folded books through to more complex multi-
sectioned books you will explore and have an understanding 
of the book structure in relation to its contents. All of this 
culminating in a unique hand made book or small edition. 
All levels.

To book a place or enquire about these or other 
bookbinding courses run by the City Lit, please use one of 
these contact details. Tel: Enrolments: 020 7831 7831
Email: visualarts@citylit.ac.uk  visit: www.citylit.ac.uk

Evening Classes for 2013 at the Centre for Fine Print 
Research, UWE, Bristol, UK

Contemporary Letterpress 
28th January - 18th March 2013
Led by: Angie Butler
Mondays, 2.5 hours per week 5.30-8.00p.m.
£220 / £176 concessions, includes teas and coffees
This evening course offers you the opportunity to create 
beautifully letterpress printed posters, broadsides, 
bookmarks, pamphlets, books, cards etc. – a plethora 
of printed matter. Essential for any beginner printer or 
printmaker, this class will cover the basics of Vandercook 
press operation, studio tools and procedures, image-making 
techniques, and edition printing plus an introduction to 

hand typesetting and presswork using both metal and 
wooden type from our selection of fonts and ornaments. 
Perfect for beginners or those who wish to gain additional 
experience with presses and typesetting. 

Angie is a Multi-disciplinary artist, producing artists’ books 
and printed matter with letterpress and hand-typed text. 
She holds Masters Degrees in both Multi-Disciplinary 
Printmaking (specialising in Artists’ Books) and Visual 
Culture: Fine Art. Angie is a current PhD Student working 
with Sarah Bodman and Tom Sowden, Book Arts Research, 
CFPR (The Centre For Fine Print Research) at UWE, 
investigating how we learn to design and create artists’ 
books through letterpress. To gain an understanding of 
how contemporary book artists teaching letterpress has 
influenced what is produced in the field, and how this 
relates back into studio and private press practice. 

Find out more about Angie and her work at:
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/people.htm 
www.petgaleriepress.com 
http://printerspie.blogspot.co.uk

Any questions on the course content e-mail: 
angie.butler@uwe.ac.uk 
Bookings e-mail Jesse Heckstall-Smith: 
jesse.heckstall-smith@uwe.ac.uk

Making Books: Binding, Pages, Covers and Cuts
29th April 2013 - 27th May 2013
Led by Angie Butler
Mondays, 2.5 hours per week 5.30-8.00p.m.
£190 / £152 concessions, includes materials, teas and coffees
The book is a viable, visual medium that is perhaps the most 
intimate, easily accessible and portable of all the art forms.  
This evening course offers an introduction to bookmaking: 
by looking at hard copy examples and following step by 
step demonstrations covering different techniques - such 
as simple pamphlet stitch and Japanese stab bound books, 
a cut-page book, making a sculpted case bound cover, to a 
hard back binding. Perfect for those who have little or no 
experience in bookbinding and artists’ books, or just need 
a refresher.

The course fee covers all basic materials, tea and coffees. 
Bookbinding tools will be provided for use, and are also 
available to buy for future work.
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Angie is a Multi-disciplinary artist, producing artists’ books 
and printed matter with letterpress and hand-typed text. 
She holds Masters Degrees in both Multi-Disciplinary 
Printmaking (specialising in Artists’ Books) and Visual 
Culture: Fine Art. Angie is a current PhD Student working 
with Sarah Bodman and Tom Sowden, Book Arts Research, 
CFPR (The Centre For Fine Print Research) at UWE, 
investigating how we learn to design and create artists’ 
books through letterpress. To gain an understanding of 
how contemporary book artists teaching letterpress has 
influenced what is produced in the field, and how this 
relates back into studio and private press practice. 

Find out more about Angie and her work at:
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/people.htm 
www.petgaleriepress.com 
http://printerspie.blogspot.co.uk

Any questions on the course content e-mail: 
angie.butler@uwe.ac.uk 
Bookings e-mail Jesse Heckstall-Smith: 
jesse.heckstall-smith@uwe.ac.uk

Biblio Tech: Reverse engineering historical and modern 
binding structures, Part II, 18-19 January 2013
Instructor: Karen Hanmer, Center for Book and Paper 
Arts, Columbia College Chicago
Continue your study of historical and modern binding 
structures. Workshop begins with a brief review of 
numerous historical and modern binding structures, with a 
focus on methods of board attachment. Similarities between 
historical and modern structures will be stressed. 

Students will create five binding models. These models will 
remain unfinished so the sewing and board attachment 
are visible for future reference. Models include Ethiopian, 

Medieval, Colonial American, Simplified Binding and 
non-adhesive Paper Case. This is a fast-paced workshop for 
students who already have some experience with traditional 
binding. To register, call 312.369.6630

Center for Book and Paper Arts, Columbia College Chicago
1104 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, IL 60605, USA.
www.colum.edu/book_and_paper/

Easter in Venice 2013 - Uncial Potpourri - Vuokko Koho
Saturday 30 March to Tuesday noon, 2 April 2013
Scuola Internazionale di Grafica di Venezia 
The Easter course in Venice for 2013 will take place again 
at the Scuola Internazionale di Grafica di Venezia from 
Saturday morning, 30 March to Tuesday noon, 2 April 2013.
The Uncial is a majuscule script (written entirely in capital 
letters) commonly used from the 3rd to 8th centuries AD 
by Latin and Greek scribes. Many calligraphers consider the 
uncials the most beautiful script. Modern uncials keep their 
spirit but leave room for exciting variations.

The course will concentrate on the study of Vuokko’s way 
to work with uncials, the historic letter forms, and time will 
be set aside to share uncial models, so if you have already 
studied this beautiful and variable letter form and have a 
favourite, bring it with you.

The teaching languages are English and Italian, but as we 
are an international course opastusta myös suomeksi, 
Beratung auch auf Deutsch, rådgivning också på svenska, 
and conseils aussi en français. The course is open to all 
levels, from beginners to experts. The school has plenty of 
space to spread out and work on individual projects, and 
we encourage a sharing between participants.

Vuokko has worked for many years in calligraphy, 
watercolours and artist’s books. She is working at the school 
for three weeks as an artist in residence. The course is self 
sustained by the organisers and the participants. No receipts 
will be given. For complete information, contact Kathy 
Frate, klsfrate@tin.it (00.39.338.6857470), or Vuokko Koho, 
vuokko.koho@costas.fi, tel.+358 40 509 38 69. 
www.scuolagrafica.it

London College of Communication, part of the 
University of the Arts London is once again running 
short courses in bookbinding:
1) “Bookbinding for Artists and Designers” is an 
introduction to bookmaking techniques using sewing 

Various Binding Structures. Image courtesy of Karen Hanmer.
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techniques including oriental and Coptic.   
http://www.lcc.arts.ac.uk/courses/shortcourses/lcc-short-
courses/bookbinding-for-artists-designers/ 

2) “Creative Bookbinding for Artists and Designers” 
combines traditional techniques with contemporary 
ideas. It is intended to be a very playful experience for the 
participants to have a chance to let their imaginations run 
wild. http://www.lcc.arts.ac.uk/courses/shortcourses/lcc-
short-courses/creative-bookbinding-artists-designers/
 
Students at London College of Communication have been 
enjoying courses in bookbinding as part of their degree for 
several years, this is a review from one of the past students 
on hotcourses: “This is an excellent course taught by a great 
teacher. The techniques are clearly explained meaning you 
learn a lot in a short space of time. It really opened up my 
eyes to the possibilities of paper structures and the different 
forms that a book can take. The facilities are excellent as 
well with good quality materials provided.”
 

GUY BEGBIE   BOOK ARTS  WORKSHOPS     
One-day Workshops at Bath Artists Studios, Bath, UK
 
Sunday 20th January 2013
French Sewn Flat Back Case Bound Book
This workshop is designed for participants with or without 
bookbinding experience. During the workshop, participants 

will have the 
opportunity to 
make and take 
home a cloth 
bound hardback 
French sewn 
multi section 
book.

This is a 
traditional 
classic book 
structure that 
is strong and 
durable; the 
section page 
spreads will lie 
flat when the 
book is opened. 

This type of book construction can be applied universally 
to books of varying scales and formats, providing a 
professional binding finish and a neutral, elegant space to 
contain image/text content.

All equipment and materials will be provided for the 
workshop. Tutor: Guy Begbie 10.30am – 4.30pm    
Course Fee £35 (includes all materials). 
To book a place or enquire about availability and course 
details, please use the contact details below.
 
Sunday 17th February 2013
Piano Hinge Collapsible Star Book
This workshop is designed for participants with or without 

bookbinding 
experience. 
During the 
workshop, 
participants 
will have the 
opportunity 
to make and 
take home a 
Piano Hinge 
Collapsible Star 
book. 

This is a soft 
cover book 
structure 
variation by 
Keith Smith on 
a contemporary 

binding design devised by Heidi Kyle, bookbinder & 
conservator. The book is strong and durable and it is 
possible to apply this binding style to non paper based 
flexible materials.

All equipment and materials will be provided for the 
workshop. Tutor: Guy Begbie. 10.30am – 4.30pm    
Course Fee £35  (includes all materials).  To book a place or 
enquire about availability and course details, please use one 
of the contact details below.

Sunday 17th March 2013
Hardback Back Single Section Book With A Slip Case

This workshop is designed for participants with or 
without bookbinding experience. During the workshop, 
participants will have the opportunity to make and take 
home a hardback single section book, with a bespoke slip 
case, made to contain the book. The cover of the book will 
be clothbound and the page sequence will include double 
folded throw out centre spreads.

All equipment and materials will be provided for the 
workshop. Tutor: Guy Begbie 10.30am – 4.30pm    
Course Fee £35 (includes all materials). To book a place 
or enquire about availability and course details, please
Tel: 07989393015  Email: g.begbie@live.co.uk
www.guybegbie.com
 
Workshops are at Bath Artists’ Studios The Old Malthouse, 
Comfortable Place, Upper Bristol Road, Bath BA1 3AJ, UK.
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Introduction to Laser Cutting Weekend Courses 
with Jenny Smith, Edinburgh
Sat 9th & Sun 10th February 2013 
Sat 23rd & Sun 24th March 2013 
In this hands-on course you will then learn how to laser cut 
and etch your images onto paper, card, fabric and wood. 
Full course notes provided. This workshop is suitable for 
all levels of ability, the emphasis is on introducing you 
to the full potential of the laser cutter and providing the 
opportunity to complete a small personal project. Bring a 
drawing, quotation and photographic image and learn how 
to prepare this for laser cutting. £160

All courses run by Jenny Smith and held at The Edinburgh 
Laser Cutting Studio in central Edinburgh. All materials & 
refreshments provided. 10am – 5pm. Numbers limited to 
4 participants to allow for individual attention. For more 
details and to download a booking form, see courses page 
www.edinburghlaserstudio.org.uk
email : info@edinburghlaserstudio.org.uk  
or phone Jenny on  0771 3901 730   www.jennysmith.org.uk

Upcoming workshops and courses organised or promoted 
by Professione Libro, Milan, Italy. All the details are on 
our website at www.professionelibro.it

INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS - EVENING 
Milan, various dates until June 2013 with Cristina Balbiano 
d’Aramengo. Lessons last 3 hours. It’s possible to book one 
or more.  The dates are as follows: 19th December, 9th 
January, 30th January, 6th March, 27th March, 24th April, 
15th May, 29th May, 12th June.
  
INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS - DAY CLASSES
Milan, various dates until May 2013 with Cristina Balbiano 
d’Aramengo.  Daily classes (6 hours) or part-time (3 
hours). It’s possible to book one or more. The dates are as 
follows: 5th December, 23rd January, 6th February, 20th 
March, 17th April, 22nd May  
  
BOXES - IV (International) Milan, 22nd - 26th February, 
2013 with Cor Aerssens and Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo
After a sabbatical year, Cor Aerssens comes back to Italy, to 
continue the cycle on boxmaking... This time we will deal 
with irregular angular boxes. In addition to boxes which 
just protect the content, and are mostly very functional and 
minimal in their design, there are boxes that can enhance 
the content in their presentation and purpose. This is an 
advanced workshop: experience in box making is required.
www.professionelibro.it

Print & Bookmaking Workshops with Theresa Easton
at 36 Lime Street. Next year’s workshops kick off on 
Saturday 27th January 2013, 10am - 4pm or Sunday 17th 
February 2013, 10am - 4pm. Both days are introductions 
to simple printmaking techniques and a whole range of 
bookmaking ideas and paper folds. 

To book a place, download the form at: http://theresaeaston.
wordpress.com/print-book-binding-workshops-36-lime-
street/   and return to theresa_easton@yahoo.co.uk

Theresa Easton, Ouseburn Warehouse & Studios
36 Lime St, Ouseburn, Newcastle-upon-Tyne NE1 2PQ 
Mobile: 07981381830. http://theresaeaston.wordpress.com

Classes at the London Center for Book Arts
The London Centre for Book Arts is an open-access 
resource centre for people of all abilities interested in the 
production of artists’ books and printed matter, on Fish 
Island in Hackney Wick, East London.

The Centre’s mission is to keep book-making skills alive, by 
offering expertise and teaching in bookbinding, letterpress 
printing, papermaking, and related disciplines.

All classes are online for booking at:
http://londonbookarts.eventbrite.co.uk

Artists’ books workshops at 
Scuola Internazionale di Grafica, Venice, Italy
3 Chapters  - until May 2013 

Chapter 1
‘The Where & The When’ with Deirdre Kelly examines 
boundaries between the map the book & the guidebook.
Dec. 7 – 14 – 21

Chapter 2
‘The What & The How’ with Zelda Rocchi. 
Making & re-making, exploring the evolution of the 
binding of the book. Jan. 11 – 18 – 25 / Feb. 1 – 8 – 15 – 22 /  
Mar. 1 – 8 – 15 – 22 – 29
 
Chapter 3
‘The Who & The Why’ with Kathryn Shank Frate
April 5 – 12 – 19 – 26 / May 3 – 10 – 17

Invited artists include: Keith Achepohl, Loretta Cappanera, 
Lia Malfermoni and Manuela Piovesan.

Scuola Internazionale di Grafica
Cannaregio 1798, 30121 Venezia, Italy 
Tel. (+39) 041-721-950  Fax (+39) 041-524-2374
www.scuolagrafica.it
Contact Lorenzo de Castro: l.decastro@scuolagrafica.it 
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New courses at the Grange, near Ellesmere, UK for 2013
April 25th - 28th - Bookbinding 
April 25th - 28th - Letterpress Printing
June 29th -  Book Arts Open Day (free entry). 
You may be interested to read the blog about last year’s 
Open Day - it’s a free event and everyone is welcome: 
http://www.thegrange.uk.com/Grange/Blog/
Entries/2012/7/4_Book_Arts_Open_Day_2012.html

July 8th - 12th Bookbinding Summer School
October 4th - 6th Paper Marbling
October 31st - Nov 3rd Bookbinding
October 31st - Nov 3rd Letterpress Printing

Here is the link to our programme:
http://www.thegrange.uk.com/Grange/Programme_2013.
html

Otis College of Art and Design
Book Arts classes offered through Continuing Education 
These classes and programmes are ongoing:

Introduction to Book Binding
This hands-on workshop introduces the skills, craft, 
materials, process and techniques used in making book 
structures. Students learn binding methods involving 
paper folding, cutting, sewing, gluing and other means of 
assembling individual sheets, signatures and text blocks 
with or without covers. Course projects have the potential 
to evolve into creative and personal objects that hold visual 
work and text.

Introduction to Letterpress
This ten-week course covers the fine art of letterpress 
printing. Projects introduce students to the basics of 
letterpress printing for the Vandercook proof press 
including hand typesetting, typography, composition, 
locking up, printing, and distribution. 

Students also create a multi-color reduction linoleum 
block project, which covers registration, printing, and 
color separation techniques. The Otis Lab Press is a fully 
functioning studio with four Vandercook proof presses and 
over 200 typefaces. 

Established in 1984 by Sheila de Brettville as part of the 
Communication Arts Department, the Lab Press has a rich 
history of small edition book publishing. Students actively 
participate and produce award-winning books that have 
become a permanent part of university rare book collections 
throughout Southern California.

Digital Letterpress
Studio letterpress printing with photopolymer plates at 
the Otis Laboratory Press. This hands-on course covers 
all aspects of this revolutionary new process for the relief 
printing of digital imaging: from digital prepress and plate 
processing to letterpress printing. 

Includes demonstrations of digital imaging requirements 
and font-editing, processing with the platemaking machine, 
and presswork on the Vandercook flatbed cylinder press. 

Includes discussions of related investigative and exploratory 
printing and typographic techniques.

Project-Based Studio Letterpress
This is an advanced project-based studio course on 
letterpress printing and production. The course is designed 
to provide experienced students with the opportunity to 
enhance their skills and knowledge, while exploring both 
traditional and contemporary studio letterpress practices 
and techniques. Begins with preliminary examination and 
demonstrations of shop practices, typographic composition, 
and printing on a Vandercook flatbed cylinder press, 
including advanced tips and pointers, after which students 
pursue their own projects with individual attention by the 
instructor as required. 

Otis College of Art and Design
9045 Lincoln Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 90045
Telephone 310 665 6800. www.otis.edu

Continuing Education for adult education classes:
(310) 665-6850  |  otisce@otis.edu

Communication Arts for bookarts minor:
(310) 665-6840  |  comarts@otis.edu

LONDON - INTRODUCTION TO BASIC BOOK-
BINDING for Beginners) - ‘MAKE YOUR OWN BOOK’
Dates throughout 2013. 1/ 2 / 3 day workshops. 
10.30am - 5pm in Crouch Hill, London N19

The three-day 
workshop period can 
be split dates to suit 
participants. The first 
workshop will facilitate 

exploring and assessing various materials and skills for 
the making up of a single-section, blank, paper and cloth 
case-bound book for the first day workshop. The second 
and third workshop days will concentrate on the making 
up of a multi-section cloth, case-bound book which can be 
quarter, half or full-bound with various materials. Although 
all materials are included in the fee, you are encouraged, 
if you so wish, to express your own creativity to design an 
individual book by bringing along any decorative papers, 
or/and drawings etc. to incorporate. And if time permits, 
we will discuss and learn other structures. 

In all workshop days the following will be demonstrated: 
correct folding, collating and grain direction of papers; 
measuring and sewing with tapes; lining up mull; uses of 
adhesives for book block; pasting of boards and endpapers; 
making up the case and casing in, recessed panels, and 
leather inlays on cloth etc. 

All participants will, of course, take home their completed 
books. Please note these workshops are not for restoring 
books. £70 per one-day workshop. All materials are 
included. Minimum age 18. For further information please 
contact Debra Thompson via contact page at: 
www.tufnellartpress.co.uk 
email: tufnellartpress@googlemail.com
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OPPORTUNITIES

16th International Contemporary Artists’ Book Fair
Friday 8th & Saturday 9th March 2013.
Parkinson Court, University of Leeds, LS2 9JT
www.leedsartbookfair.com

Call for Artists - Turn The Page 2013
Submissions are now being accepted for this juried two 
day event at the stunning glass fronted Forum building 
in Norwich city centre, UK on Friday 3rd and Saturday 
4th May 2013.  The fair offers a unique platform for artists 
whose work is informed by the physical or conceptual 
properties of the book and will showcase an eclectic mix 
of work including traditionally produced limited editions, 
zines, folio’s and multiples, sculptural or altered books and 
book based installation. A combination of tables, display 
panels, plinths, display cases and floor space will be available 
to create an exciting and varied exhibition of work.  

Individuals, Small/Fine Presses and Artists Groups are all 
eligible to apply. Submitting book artists will be selected by 
a panel of judges, including Les Bicknell (artist/lecturer MA 
bookarts, Camberwell), Nicola Dale (award-winning book 
artist) and Tanya Peixoto (director of bookartbookshop, 
London), all chosen for their expertise in the field of book 
arts. 

2013’s event will also incorporate the Forum’s ‘Fusion 
Gallery’ which houses a giant 24m screen for digital and 
performance based book related artworks. There will be a 
program of associated events including Storytelling, Poetry 
Readings and Drop-in workshops running throughout the 
two day event.  

SUBMISSION DEADLINE 3RD DECEMBER 2012
For further details and to download submission forms 
please go to: www.turnthepage.org.uk  

 
Call for entries: Abecedarian Gallery will be celebrating 
Denver’s bi-annual Month of Photography in 2013 
with a juried exhibition of book works that integrate or 
utilise photographic techniques. This exhibition is open to 
any artist 18 years of age or older. Eligible are any artists’ 
books that include photography as a primary element of 
content. Books may be editioned or unique, sculptural 
or more traditionally bound. Photo Book Works will be 
juried by Rupert Jenkins, executive director of the Colorado 
Photographic Art Center. 

THE DEADLINE TO SUBMIT WORKS FOR 
CONSIDERATION IS DECEMBER 22, 2012. The 
exhibition dates are February 15 - April 6, 2013. Full 
details can be found here: http://bit.ly/PpkeLG or via the 
exhibitions link at the gallery webpage: 
www.abecedariangallery.com

Call for entries: Artists Book Cornucopia IV is an annual, 
international, juried exhibition of artists’ books. Next year’s 
Cornucopia will be held April 20 - June 2 at Abecedarian 
Gallery in Denver, Colorado, USA and is to be juried 

by Mary Murphy. Ms. Murphy is the Visual Resources 
Librarian at the Savannah College of Art and Design - 
Atlanta. Up to $1500 in purchase and exhibition awards will 
be awarded at gallery director’s discretion. First place is a 
solo show in Abecedarian Gallery’s Reading Room Spring 
2014.

DEADLINE FOR ENTRY IS FEBRUARY 3, 2013. For 
more details, please email alicia@abecedariangallery.com

Alicia Bailey, Abecedarian Gallery
910 Santa Fe Dr, #101, Denver, CO  80204 USA
Phone: 720.282.4052 or 303.340.2110
Email: alicia@abecedariangallery.com 
www.abecedariangallery.com
Blog: http://abecedariangallery.wordpress.com

Manly Library Biennial Artists’ Book Award 2013
Manly Library has been active for more than half a century 
and is today the focus of many innovative cultural programs 
serving the community, including its biennial Artists’ Book 
Award. Entries are now open to the Artists’ Book Award 
2013. Any Artist Book created in the last 2 years is eligible 
to enter this acquisitive prize.

Works will be selected and judged by: Noreen Grahame 
- Director of the Centre for the Artist Book and Monica 
Oppen - writer, printmaker, photographer and bookbinder. 
ENTRIES CLOSE 5PM FRIDAY 1ST FEBRUARY 2013. 
For entry form and conditions of entry please go to 
www.manly.nsw.gov.au/library

Call for submissions: CONFERENCE - 
‘The New Art of Making Books’ the relationship between 
the physical and the digital. This event will take place on 
20th March 2013 at Winchester School of Art, UK. 
DEADLINE FOR ABSTRACTS / IDEAS - 
14TH DECEMBER 2012

The book today has been freed of its traditional container of 
bound printed pages and we now see an interesting dialogue 
between digital and print-based media. All processes and 
forms of production are entwined through digital and 
online mediations of content and interpretation. So what is 
a book in today’s culture and how have the Web and digital 
technologies transformed and expanded the book? The 
becoming digital of the book is not as straightforward as a 
linear change, but a complex intertwining of technological, 
aesthetic and cultural habits and tendencies. The book does 
not just become digital, but the digital becomes book-
like with the growth of such platforms that remediate the 
book such as Kindle, and yet, the book is on some levels 
disappearing as a physical object.

This one-day conference will explore and examine the 
current change and transformation of the artist’s book and 
the connections that exist between the physical and the 
digital. It is proposed that the event would take place at 
the Winchester Campus and bring together specialists and 
scholars from fine art, art history, librarianship, graphic 
design, literature, and the publishing industry to stimulate 
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a dialogue across disciplines on the transformations of the 
book.

The main thematic areas covered are the printed and 
electronic books. Themes and research questions would 
include: the convergence of traditional craft skills with 
digital technologies in the making of books; how has the 
book transformed across space and time; how have artists 
used new forms of communication to create a different 
reading experience; and how do we archive and collect in 
the digital world? Disciplines discussed within this include: 
typography, printing processes, electronic publishing, 
text-image relationships, illustration and narrative, motion 
graphics, sequence and performance, design and navigation 
for screen, e-book interface design and visual ergonomics.

We are not just looking for academic papers for this event 
but also exciting workshops, events and happenings. 
Please send abstract and or ideas for participating to 
d.aldred@soton.ac.uk BY 14TH DECEMBER.

Calling all British Artists’ Book Makers and owners of 
Fine Presses to take part in a new book. The idea is to 
promote your work in a book with the working title  ‘In 
Praise of Beautiful Books’ British Artists’ Book Makers &
Fine Presses. Currently, when doing a search for artist’s 
book publications they all appear to be published in, or 
focused on the USA, this will focus on Britain. After 20 
years experience compiling, designing and publishing the 
Craft Galleries Guide, under my imprint BCF Books, I am 
ready for a new challenge.

Entry will be simple and incredibly inexpensive, please take 
a look at the guidelines NOW on: www.bcfbooks.co.uk   
without your input this won’t happen. I look forward to 
hearing from you.  Caroline Mornement   
cm@craftgalleries.co.uk
www.bcfbooks.co.uk

Call for entries: The Poetry School / Pighog Press 
Pamphlet Competition. A poetry pamphlet competition 
which is also open to collaborations between poets and 
artists. First Prize: publication by Pighog Press
Runners Up Prizes: Poetry school activities
Judges: Julia Bird & Brendan Cleary
CLOSING DATE FOR INITIAL ENTRIES: 
31ST JANUARY 2013. Full details at: 
www.poetryschool.com/pamphletcompetition.php
The Poetry School, 81 Lambeth Walk, London SE11 6DX.
www.poetryschool.com

Call for papers - So Multiples 06
 is pleased to announce the new version of the website 
www.so-multiples.com. A sixth issue of the journal  will 
be published in Spring 2013. It will be directed by Isabelle 
Rieusset-Lemarié, HDR Lecturer at the University Paris 1 
Panthéon-Sorbonne and Norbert Hillaire, Full Professor at 
the University of Nice Sophia Antipolis.
Each issue will now be under the co-editorship of 
eminent scientists invited for the occasion. A permanent 

international scientific committee has also been set up.
The editorial lines will always relate to artists’ editions 
but more explicitly open to digital art and issues of 
reproducibility and multiplicity in this area.

A number of papers, lectures, scientific projects and 
fieldworks in France and abroad concern the issue of the 
multiple. The purpose of  is to reveal both the present place 
of the multiple and other multiples, located halfway between 
art and “massification”, and the willingness of artists to push 
the limits of the scope of their aesthetic services to areas and 
external fields of art, and of where exchanges imply some 
interdisciplinarity. It is in this spirit that we have begun to 
address the issue of access to these multiplied works in the 
field of digital art and their relationship to published works 
which are more traditionnal, especially in the twenty-first 
century. For instance, we may cite the electronic artists’ 
editions in the form of DVD, CD-Rom, USB drive, or the 
artworks downloaded through multimedia installations or 
websites (animations for PAD, screensavers, etc.). Noting 
the opening of the published work on various media, spaces 
and economies, we will seek, in this coming issue of , to 
understand why, how and with what means these digital 
works can support a process of multiplication while they 
move away from a hardware mode yet still combining with 
multiples and other traditional and cultural multiples. 
How to finally define elements using various means of 
reproduction, designed under the authority of one (or 
more) artist(s) within an expanded device, sometimes 
multidisciplinary and sometimes even immaterial ?

Océane Delleaux / Franck Soudan / Marc Veyrat 

DEADLINE: 31ST JANUARY 2013
http://www.so-multiples.com/la-revue/appel-a-candidature

Océane Delleaux so-multiples@orange.fr
Franck Soudan franck.soudan@penumbra.me
Marc Veyrat imateriel@gmail.com 

FIFTH INTERNATIONAL ARTISTS’ BOOK 
EXHIBITION 2013
King St. Stephen Museum in Székesfehérvár, Hungary 
is a county museum with a range of rich collections 
(archaeology, ethnography, local history, modern and 
contemporary art). The city is about 60 kilometers from 
Budapest. The museum started to work in the field of artists’ 
books twenty-five years ago. 

In 1987 we organized the First International Artists’ Book 
Exhibition. There were about 300 works presented and later 
donated to the museum by the artists, thus establishing the 
first and still the only artists’ book collection in Hungary 
owned by a museum. As the years went by, our collection 
increased and we entered into relations with artists, archives 
and centers (e.g. Franklin Furnace Archives, New York and 
Guy Bleus’s Administration Centre, Wellen).

The museum held an exhibition in 1992 “American Book 
Arts” and in the following year, the Society of Hungarian 
Artists’ Book Publishers was founded. In 1994 the Second 
International Artists’ Book Exhibition was shown in our 
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museum. It had some 160 participants who sent their works, 
totaling 350 artists’ books. In the same year bookworks by 
Robbin Ami Silverberg were exhibited.

That year a partnership program was established within 
the framework of the American Association of Museums. 
A Hungarian exhibition, “Made in Hungary: Contemporary 
Artists’ Books” was on view in Cortland, NY and travelled 
to the Visual Studies Workshop in Rochester, NY in Spring 
1999. In 1998, 1999 and 2000, book artists participated 
in the international artist colony in Mór, not far from our 
museum.

In 2000 the museum organised the Third International 
Artist’ Book Exhibition, with about 330 participants and 
more than 550 works exhibited, then in 2006 at the Fourth 
International Artist’ Book Exhibition we displayed about 
500 books of 300 artists.

There is an ever-increasing artists’ book collection of circa 
1500 pieces in our museum (works by both Hungarian and 
international artists), in large part due to the artists who 
have donated the books to the collection after the shows. 
Pieces are on display in a permanent exhibition in the New 
Hungarian Gallery in our museum in Székesfehérvár. 

In 2013 May (from May until October) we plan to have the 
Fifth International Artists’ Book Exhibition.
 
FIFTH INTERNATIONAL ARTISTS’ BOOK EXHIBITION 
2013: The King St. Stephen Museum, in collaboration with 
the City Gallery Deák Collection in Székesfehérvár, is 
organising the Fifth International Artists’ Book Exhibition 
in May–October 2013. (Opening date: May 18th 2013)

We welcome bookworks, book objects, installations and 
artists’ books that consider the whole range of book forms, 
conceptual and visual content and/or material. Each artist 
can send up to 2 pieces (the organizers do reserve the right 
to select if there are space limitations).

If you would like to participate in this event, we ask you to 
send digital images of your artists’ books made between 
2006 and 2013 to the  books2013hungary@gmail.com 
email address BEFORE FEBRUARY 28, 2013. Please also 
send the title, date, size and technique of the works.

On March 5–6, 2013 an international jury will convene to 
make the final selection. Following the decision of the jury, 
by March 8th, we will email all applicants, confirming which 
works would be exhibited.

Deadline for sending artwork: April 6th, 2013.

For further information please contact 
Kati Izinger, art historian, King St. Stephen Museum
Tel.: +36-22-315583
Fax: +36-22-311734
Mobile: +36-30-4994702
email: izingerkati@gmail.com

POINT (2013) 
Call for entries – deadline June 1st 2013  
we love your books invite innovative, creative and well 
crafted book-works on the theme of POINT. 
Any interpretation of the theme can be explored.  
Entry is open to all – students, hobbyists and professional 
book artists. For this exhibition there are no size restrictions 
as entry will be by photograph and selected work will appear 
on our website. For POINT 2013 there will be no physical 
exhibition as we need to take a bit of time out.  
All information about entry and conditions is on our 
website www.weloveyourbooks.com  

CALL FOR PAPERS Resurrecting the Book
Library of Birmingham, England
15th-17th November 2013
To celebrate the re-opening of the largest public library
in Europe and its outstanding special collections 
The Library of Birmingham, Newman University College
Typographic Hub at Birmingham City University and 
The Library of Lost Books have united to host a three-day 
conference on the theme of .

The conference will run in conjunction with  a major 
exhibition of 50 de-accessioned books which have been 
given new life as objects redesigned into works of art and 
which will form part of the opening festival for the new 
LIBRARY OF BIRMINGHAM IN 2013.

The conference will include an opportunity to visit the  and 
attend artists’ talks on re-working the books.

With e-book downloads outstripping the purchase of hard
copies, with libraries closing and discarding books and with
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the value of the book as physical object being increasingly
questioned, this interdisciplinary conference will bring 
together academics, librarians, artists, creators, designers, 
and users of books to explore a wide variety of issues 
pertaining to the creation, design, construction, use, 
reuse, preservation, loss, and recovery of the material 
book, electronic and digitized books, and of collections 
and libraries.

Abstracts on the conference themes and their intersection
and covering any historical period are invited.

CONFERENCE THEMES
Topics may include, but are not limited to: 

 * the materiality of book creation, construction, 
production, use, reuse and destruction; manuscripts and 
printed books; book-design, illustration, paratextuality and 
its manifestations; book covers, bindings, clasps, vellum 
parchment, paper, manuscript and printing and production 
processes.

* book collectors, collections and their locations; missing, 
lost and found books; the creation, recreation, dispersal, sale 
and destruction of books and libraries; the movement of 
books and libraries; lost libraries; the impact of libraries on 
books; lost and revised editions.

 * altered books; book preservation and conserved books; 
books and material culture; books as art; books in art; 
illustration and illumination; woodcuts; engravings; 
marbled pages; book decoration, printmaking.

* E-BOOKS the creation use and abuse of ebooks; neglected
and lost ebooks; ebook readers; electronic libraries; books
and collections and the impact of digital technologies.

*  publishers & publishing; the future of publishing; back-
catalogues; print-runs; editions; archives; digitization & 
multimedia books.

APPLICATION PROCESS 
Abstracts of no more than 400 words accompanied by a  
50-word biographical profile should be sent to both:
Dr Matthew Day
m.day@newman.ac.uk | 0121 476 1181
Dr Caroline Archer
caroline.archer@bcu.ac.uk | 0121 331 5871

DEADLINE - FRIDAY 1ST FEBRUARY 2013
Further details are available at www.resurrectingthebook.org

LECTURES & CONFERENCES

CODEX 2013, USA
Sunday 10th February - Wednesday 13th February 2013
The CODEX 2013 International Book Fair will held at a new 
venue, the beautiful waterfront Craneway Pavilion, from 
the 10th - 13th of February 2013. 1414 Harbour Way South 
Marina District Richmond, CA 94804, USA. 

We currently boast over 175 amazing exhibitors. 
Please check our frequently updated exhibitor list at: 
www.codexfoundation.org/2013/2013exhibitors.html

The Symposium will again be held at the Berkeley Art 
Museum on the 11th & 12th of February 2013. 

2013 Symposium Speakers 

• Sandro Berra, Director, Tipoteca Italiana Fondazione, 
Cornuda, Italy
• Mark Dimunation, Chief of Rare Books and Special 
Collections, Library of Congress, USA
• Tim Barrett, MacArthur Fellow, Director of Paper 
Facilities, University of Iowa, Iowa City, USA
• Alan Loney, Electio Editions, Melbourne, Australia
• Russell Maret, New York, USA
• Veronika Schaepers, Tokyo/Berlin

Full information online at: www.codexfoundation.org

Symposium: Modernism, Print and the Book
Monday, 10th December 2012, 9.30am-5.00pm
The Studio - Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art 
(Modern One)
(Please note that this event is now fuly booked, but we 
are operating a waiting list and you can still register via 
eventbrite.com).  Free: booking essential www.eventbrite.
co.uk/event/4665358212

A one-day symposium exploring the ways in which 20th 
century artists and writers have approached the book as 
object, artwork and icon. 
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Speakers include:
Elza Adamowicz: Georges Hugnet and the livre d’artiste: 
poet, artist, publisher
Kristin Bluemel: Joan Hassall in Scotland: The Saltire 
Society Chapbooks and Modernist Design
Helen Douglas: Weproductions: The Early Paperbacks 1972-
1976.
Anna Fewster: Bloomsbury Books: Visual and Verbal 
Collaboration at the Hogarth Press and Omega Workshops
Lisa Otty: Bibliophilic Modernism and the Ovid Press
Julia Panko: “The Cumbersome Book”:  Microfilm and the 
Rhetoric of Textual Materiality
Nina Parish: Which came first, the text or the image? Livres 
d’artiste by Henri Michaux
Derval Tubridy: Form and the livre d’artiste: A question of 
ethics?

Organised by the Centre for the History of the Book, 
Edinburgh University, and the Scottish National Gallery of 
Modern Art, and sponsored by the Arts and Humanities 
Research Council.

Free: booking essential at:
www.eventbrite.co.uk/event/4665358212
(Please note that this event is now fuly booked, but we 
are operating a waiting list and you can still register via 
eventbrite.com)

The Art of the Book after Modernism
Monday, 10th December 2012, 6.00pm-7.00pm
Hawthornden Lecture Theatre, Scottish National Gallery
Modernism spawned a whole range of major artistic 
and theoretical engagements with the book as an art 
form. Artists were motivated to produce books for 
aesthetic, political, critical, and experimental reasons. 
The international Arts and Crafts Movement inspired 
by William Morris made book production one of its 
centerpieces, as did the early 20th century avant-garde, 
though their approaches to book design were radically 
different. Other major formations of 20th century activity 
include the humanistic revival of fine press printing, the 
development of alternative literary productions, small press, 
underground comix, ‘zines, and artists’ books. All made use 
of the available means of production and took advantage of 
changes in print media to create aesthetic works. But what 
happens as the focus of mediated communication changes? 
How will new platforms and devices change the status of 
the book as an iconic art form? Will it recede to symbolic 
status, a living anachronism preserved as a precious or fetish 
object? Or will it continue to function as a viable form of 
aesthetic expression? This talk takes up these questions by 
looking at a handful of contemporary experiments that are 
hybrids of traditional and digital media in the book format.

Johanna Drucker is an internationally renowned book 
artist and scholar. She is currently Bernard and Martin 
Breslauer Professor of Bibliography, UCLA. Her works 
include Theorizing Modernism: Visual Art and the 
Critical Tradition (1994), The Visible Word: Experimental 
Typography and Modern Art (1994),  The Alphabetic 
Labyrinth: The Letters in History and Imagination (1995), 
The Century of Artists’ Books (1995), Sweet Dreams: 

Contemporary Art and Complicity (2005) and SpecLab: 
Digital Aesthetics and Projects in Speculative Computing 
(2009).

Organised by the Centre for the History of the Book, 
Edinburgh University, and the Scottish National Gallery of 
Modern Art, and sponsored by the Arts and Humanities 
Research Council. Free: booking essential at:
www.eventbrite.co.uk/event/4665358212

ARTIST’S BOOK FAIRS

16th International Contemporary Artists’ Book Fair
Friday 8th & Saturday 9th March 2013
Parkinson Court, University of Leeds, LS2 9JT, UK.
www.leedsartbookfair.com

Norddeutsche Handpressenmesse Buch Druck Kunst
Museum der Arbeit, Hamburg, Germany
18th - 20th January 2013
ah buchkunst * ANDANTE Handpresse * Anja Harms 
Atelier * Ascona Presse/CH * Atelier G * Atelier Tina Flau 
* Atelier Tita do Rego Silva * augen:falter * Claudia Berg 
* BESSINGER HANDPRESSE/edition noir * Blockbastler 
Vladimir Sitnikov * Buchdruckatelier Bleiklötzle * Buchwerk 
* BÜCHERGILDE:ARTclub * Carivari * cochenille-presse 
* CTL-Presse * Das Offene Atelier vom Zwick * de.va.-eck. 
* Dreier Press * edition carpe plumbum * Edition Ehrt * 
EDITION EICHTHAL * edition go * Edition Klaus Raasch 
* edition-leuchtkäfer * edition offizin parvus * Edition 
Schwarzdruck * ERZENGEL HANDPRESSE * Friederun 
Friederichs * GaragenDruck * Hirundo Press * Hochschule 
Burg Giebichenstein * Ikarus-Presse * Katzengraben-Presse 
* Mühleisen-Presse * Nomad Press/Whittington Press/GB * 
officin albis * Officina Ludi * Offizin S./I * Pegasus-Presse * 
Elisa Pellacani/E * Bettina Rulf * Melanie Schöckel * Tatiana 
Skalko-Karlovska * Susanne Smaji´c * Sonnenberg-Presse 
Chemnitz und Kemberg * Svato Verlag * Susanne Theumer 
* TREVERIS HANDPRESSE * vogelpresse München *
www.buchdruckkunst.de

Save the Date! Bristol Artist’s Book Event at Arnolfini
Saturday 20th April and Sunday 21st April 2013
11am - 6pm Saturday and 11am – 5pm Sunday  

Arnolfini and The Centre for Fine Print Research at the 
University of the West of England, Bristol, are pleased to 
announce the fourth Bristol Artist’s Book Event at Arnolfini. 

BABE will take place on Saturday 20th April and Sunday 
21st April 2013 with 100 artists, presses and publishers 
stands over the galleries and auditorium space of Arnolfini. 

Arnolfini is one of Europe’s leading centres for the 
contemporary arts, has one of the best arts bookshops in 
the country and a stylish, lively café bar. There will also be 
lots of free workshops, tours of the event, ‘book surgeries’, 
exhibitions of books and events running over the weekend.
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Peter Begen / Snoozie Claiden
Arnolfini, 16 Narrow Quay, Bristol BS1 4QA
www.arnolfini.org.uk      

Sarah Bodman / Tom Sowden
CFPR, UWE Bristol, Kennel Lodge Road, Bristol, BS3 2JT
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk

INTERNET NEWS

From Craig Atkinson:
I have begun a new project, or document, or blog…
http://streetca.wordpress.com. It allows me to present 
projects, ideas and question ideas surrounding photography 
in the context of my own practice and research. Feel free to 
comment, like, tweet follow etc!

I have started to edit my archive of photographs 
documenting Preston Bus Station over the past 4-5 years. 
Some can be seen at: http://www.craigatkinson.co.uk/index.
php/photographs/preston-bus-station/

The project is ongoing and will only end when the bus 
station is no longer a bus station. The first in a series of 
books will be published in the not-too-distant future.
www.craigatkinson.co.uk

News from Green Chair Press: Paper folding. This year 
I’ve experiemented with an origami fold sometimes called 
the Turkish Map Fold. See this page on my blog for links 
to instructions for several varitations as well as lots of 
examples: www.greenchairpress.com/blog/?page_id=2152

Documentary of Andi McGarry and John Bently’s 
exhibition at Grennan Mill: Andi McGarry and John 
Bently set up their 2-man show on the top floor of Grennan 
Mill, Thomas town, Kilkenny. Ireland, during the Kilkenny 
Arts Festival in September 2012. There was an eclectic mix 
of portraits paintings monoprints artists’ books and other 
material on show. The film includes a walk around the 
exhibition with the two artists, and two songs one crafted 
by each artist, Andi with “Made me” and John with “The 
Penge” - featuring Bones and the Aft. The documentary 
shows quite a number of the artists’ books for which both 
these artists are renowned, and can be viewed at: 
http://www.youtube.com/user/AAAAAAndi

Banner Repeater Downloads, Talks and Lecture Videos. 
A selection of artworks made for Banner Repeater by artists 
associated with the reading room and project space art 
programme that are free to download, either to print for 
yourself, or to have as a digital artwork on your desktop. 
http://www.bannerrepeater.org/download

Les Bicknell has embarked on a year-long project which 
will celebrate the role of the archive in contemporary 
practice. http://unpickingandrebinding.blogspot.co.uk
This is a link to a blog that documents an Arts Council 
funding project titled unpicking and rebinding. Working 
with a number of archives and collections in the Eastern 
Region; Museum of East Anglian Life (MEAL) Suffolk, 
Carrow House – Norwich, Norwich Castle Museum and 
Suffolk County Council Archives, the project seeks to map 
and present the making of and thinking behind a body of 
new work that explores the fold in books and fabric.  
http://lesbicknell.blogspot.co.uk

Sue Corr has been collaborating with Madeleine Samson 
from Quebec City, Canada, to make books. You can read 
about their collaboration and view images of their work on 
Sue Corr’s blog at: http://sue-corr.blogspot.co.uk

From Jamie Murphy: The year 2012 marks the centenary of 
the foundering of the R.M.S. Titanic in the Atlantic ocean, 
a disaster in which over 1500 lives were lost. ‘Albert, Ernest 
& the Titanic’ tells the story of the ship’s ill-fated on board 
printers, Abraham ‘Albert’ Mishellany and Ernest Corbin as 
they travel on the ship’s doomed maiden voyage. The book’s 
website is at www.albertandernest.com

From Paolo Tonini: Dear friends and bibliophiles news on 
my blog  Giampiero Mughini: Addio, gran secolo dei nostri 
vent’anni. http://touchingideas.blogspot.com

From Jan Davis: I have recently finished my new website. 
My focus is on things I’ve been doing this year, but you’ll 
also see galleries of my work from 2010 onward: 
http://jandavis.com.au

Richard Norman, a semi-retired bookbinder, has been 
running the Eden Workshops website for the past 20 years 
at www.edenworkshops.com which is devoted to the craft 
of hand bookbinding and related crafts. “We place a lot of 
emphasis on teaching, we carry 17 video DVD tutorials, 
plus a range of free manuals I have put together over the 
years. We also supply equipment and machinery for the 
hand bookbinder.” www.edenworkshops.com
 

From Tomasz Wilmanski of Galeria AT: a video of the 
last show of “Acoustic books” by Joanna Adamczeska in 
October: http://vimeo.com/52093294
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State Library of Victoria, Melbourne, Australia celebrates 
its 100th anniversary in 2013. 
Join us for a year of special events as we head towards the 
100th anniversary of our iconic dome in November 2013. 
Since its opening on 14 November 1913, the State Library of 
Victoria’s magnificent dome has been the heart of this great 
institution. Designed by architects Bates, Peebles & Smart 
and built by JW and DA Swanson at a cost of £66,914, it 
was constructed from reinforced concrete, brick and glass, 
and measures 34.75 metres in both diameter and height. 
Originally commissioned for the Library’s 50th anniversary, 
and envisaged as a crowning glory to the city’s intellectual 
and artistic centre, the dome symbolised the making of a 
new world. 

Over the past century it has inspired generations of writers, 
artists, researchers, students and visitors as captured in 
Enchanted dome: the Library and imagination: 
http://www.slv.vic.gov.au/event/enchanted-dome-library-
and-imagination?link1

As part of the celebrations for the centenary of the dome, 
we’ve created a dedicated website. The site, at dome100.
com.au, provides online users with information about the 
history of our spectacular domed reading room, as well as 
its ongoing significance to the social and cultural lives of 
Victorians. Users can explore facts about the dome, keep 
up to date with news about the centenary celebrations, 
including special events and exhibitions, as well as view 
videos and images: dome100.com.au

A key part of the website is the ‘100 dome stories’ section. 
You can read stories from a diverse range of people – from 
writers and architects to tourists and students – who have 
shared their personal experiences about being inspired by, 
working in, or just visiting and admiring the dome. Why 
not add to the dome’s ongoing story by contributing your 
own recollections and comments during the celebratory 
year?: http://exhibitions.slv.vic.gov.au/dome100/100-dome-
stories?link1

NEW ARTISTS’ PUBLICATIONS

DIVIDE/SURROUND   
David Barton
Paperback A5, 64 pages perfect bound. 
Published November 2nd 2012. ISBN 978-1-907546-35-8

4-colour cover, 16 pages of full page paintings in colour,
36 pages full page line drawings, 7 pages smaller line 
drawings. Concerned with the human figure. Edition of 
200. £12.00. Orders to David Barton, 45 Wellmeadow Road, 
Hither Green, London SE13 6SY. Email:
moya.barton@ntlworld.com

Hanji Unfurled: One Journey into Korean Papermaking
Aimee Lee, The Legacy Press
The Legacy Press has released the debut book by artist 
Aimee Lee about Korean papermaking called Hanji 
Unfurled: One Journey into Korean Papermaking. In the first 
English-language book about hanji, or Korean handmade 
paper, Lee recounts stories of meeting papermakers, 
scholars, and artists from Korean cities, villages, Buddhist 
temples, and island outposts. Interwoven with personal 
anecdotes from her yearlong Fulbright Fellowship, Lee 
describes the process of making and using hanji from 
harvesting trees to carefully weaving the finished paper into 
a sculptural vessel. 

Shin Hyun-se is one of the handful of remaining masters of 
traditional Korean sheet formation, called webal tteugi, which 
employs both front-to-back and side-to-side motions with a 
single screen on top of a mould with no accompanying deckle.

Two books made entirely of hanji, with paper tile covers, 
lacquered endsheets, and hanji pages. The tapes are made of 
lacquered hanji and the thread is made from the bark of the paper 
mulberry tree, the same material that is later further processed to 
create hanji.
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To highlight the importance of hanji and address its 
endangered status, Lee built the first Korean papermaking 
studio in North America in 2010 at the Morgan 
Conservatory in Cleveland, Ohio. She travels across the 
U.S. to teach and lecture about hanji and related crafts and 
maintains free digital archives online. Lee’s workshops 
routinely draw students from around the U.S. and abroad, 
and her informational videos have received over 600,000 
hits. 

“This book is a valuable resource, a must-read not only 
for papermakers but for anyone interested in perpetuating 
honored traditions into an environmentally responsible 
future.” —Melissa Jay Craig, paper sculptor/book artist.

“Aimee is an accomplished writer, and through Hanji 
Unfurled, she has communicated her valuable perspectives 
as artist, papermaker, and bilingual ambassador for Korean 
paper arts.” —Cathleen A. Baker, proprietor of The Legacy 
Press (est. 1997), which promotes the printing, paper, and 
bookbinding arts.

Aimee Lee, a visual artist and papermaker, was born in 
New York City and researched Korean paper arts on a 
Fulbright Fellowship (2008-2009). She holds a BA from 
Oberlin College and MFA from Columbia College Chicago. 
Her artwork is exhibited internationally and resides in 
collections that include the Cleveland Institute of Art Gund 
Library, Joan Flasch Artists’ Book Collection, Museum of 
Modern Art Library, and Yale University Library. She travels 
widely to teach and lecture at colleges, museums, and arts 
centers while writing about her research and providing hanji 
resources at aimeelee.net

(ISBN 9780979797446, hard cover, 208 pp, 10 x 7 inches, 
full color, 300+ illustrations, $35.00, plus shipping, available 
from http://thelegacypress.com/lee_page.html

READ by Jackie Batey, Damp Flat Books 
This book was created for the exhibition ‘Beyond Dickens’. 
This exhibition of international artists’ books was held 
in Portsmouth in November 2012 as part of the Dickens 
bicentenary celebrations held in the town (Dicken’s 
birthplace).

READ was inspired by Our Mutual Friend and takes the 
first 20 pages of this novel but hides within them a Dickens’ 
quote about the act of reading. The quote describes reading 
as being like a code, whereby the initiated can open the 
world of books. The quote is hidden word by word on each 
page in pale turquoise that can only be seen clearly when 
viewed through the red lens on of the magnifying glass (see 
images below). The endpapers are images of monochrome 
violent waters since Our Mutual Friend begins and ends 
with drownings.

135mm x 190mm, containing 12 pages and printed 
endpapers. Saddle-stitched, with red book-cloth bound hard 
cover with lasercut lime acrylic title: READ. Bound into the 
book is a small red acrylic lasercut magnifying glass that 
slots into a small wage slip envelope bound into the back 
inside cover. Title page has a library-style insert, dated, 
embossed, numbered and signed. The book also contains 
a bookmark to be used as a aide memoire. Brighton, First 
edition of ten produced in 2012.

READ is £45 to buy direct from the artist (postage 
included). Please email bateyjackie@googlemail.com if you 
want to order a copy. The artist is only planning to make ten 
since this book was made specifically for the Dickens 2012 
celebrations. There are lots of images and a tiny movie clip 
here: http://dampflat.blogspot.co.uk/p/book-read.html

Fond
Sarah Bryant, Big Jump Press
Fond, the newest title from Sarah Bryant of Big Jump Press, 
is an investigation of our impulse to collect and preserve 
small, valueless objects. Casually assembled over the course 
of years, these objects serve as an information retrieval 
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system and an emotional bank. The combined narratives of 
the things we can’t part with help us create create a larger 
picture of our lives and the way we see ourselves.

A fond is a collection of documents organically accumulated 
by a person or institution. Using halftone photographs, 
color silhouettes, and a winding rope of text, I constructed 
an abstracted and personal history of ten objects from my 
own collection. I produced Fond over the course of 2011-
2012 while I moved from Upstate New York to Alabama 
and finally to the United Kingdom. The book is letterpress 
printed and bound as a drum leaf in an edition of 75.
Fond is letterpress printed on Zerkall paper and housed in a 
slip case. 7 1/4” x 4 1/8” x 5/8.” http://bigjumppress.com
The standard edition is for sale at $375. 
http://www.etsy.com/shop/bigjumppress?ref=seller_info

New publications from the Center for Book and Paper 
Arts, Chicago:

Druckworks
40 Years Books and Projects by Johanna Drucker

A comprehensive survey featuring full-colour reproductions 
of over sixty books and projects; with critical essays by 
Emily McVarish, Charles Bernstein, Marjorie Perloff, Mira 
Schor and many others. $35, 2012; 168 pages. For more 
information, or to order, visit colum.edu/bookandpaper

Material Assumptions: Paper as Dialogue
This catalogue documents an exhibition of works in 
handmade paper from the Dieu Donne archive by artists 
including Glen Ligon, Richard Tuttle and Jessica Stockolder. 
The exhibition also featured newly commissioned works 
by interdisciplinary artists using paper handmade to their 
specifications in the Center for Book and Paper Arts studios; 
written contributions by Melissa Potter, Jessica Cochran and 
Kathleen Flynn. $20, 2012; 56 pages. For more information, 
or to order, visit colum.edu/bookandpaper

From A to Z
Johanna Drucker

A facsimile reproduction of a classic, long out of print 
artist’s book from 1977, on the occasion of the Center for 
Book and Paper Arts exhibition Druckworks: 40 Years of 
Books and Projects by Johanna Drucker $25, 2012; 64 pages.
For more information, or to order, visit 
colum.edu/bookandpaper

The Dark Through Patches Down Upon Me Also
Ben Lerner

Designed, printed and bound by Book and Paper MFA 
students under the direction of Inge Bruggeman; second in 
a series of literary publications guest edited by Don Share, 
editor, Poetry. Edition of 90, $50. For more information, or 
to order, visit colum.edu/bookandpaper
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Cuneiform Press is pleased to announce the publication 
of two new titles:
 

Terrace Fence by Bill Berkson
While living in Bolinas, poet and critic Bill Berkson 
produced Terrace Fence, a minimal, conceptual, yet intimate 
book of black and white photographs in an edition of 
ten or fewer. This seminal piece of protest literature was 
reproduced in the summer of 2012 in an edition of 100. The 
text was printed letterpress on pure cotton paper and the 
photographs were reproduced from the original paste-up 
and tipped in by hand. Each copy has been signed by the 
author. $20
 

Spirit Photography by Zephyrus Image 
Spirit Photography: A Fireside Book of Gurus (1973) by 
Michael Myers and Holbrook Teter is arguably the greatest 
book produced by Zephyrus Image. Spirit Photography 
is essential reading for anyone interested in photography, 
conceptual art, artists’ books, and the unique cultural 
climate of the Bay Area in the ‘70s. This facsimile was 
printed letterpress and is faithful to the original in every 
way, right down to the errata slip. $12

To order direct from Cuneiform: 
http://cuneiformpress.blogspot.com
If you prefer to pay by US check, please it send to: 
Cuneiform Press | UHV/A&S | 3007 N. Ben Wilson | 
Victoria, TX 9990. Please include $5 domestic shipping. 
Canada and Mexico please add $10 S&H. 
Overseas please add $17.

Woodpecker Wood
A new artist’s book by John Dilnot

Edition of 30, 145 x 250 x 12 mm. The six accordion pages 
are four-colour screenprint, cover 2-colour screenprint. £40 
from http://www.johndilnot.com

The Circus
Dmitry Sayenko

It is difficult to find a person who did not like the circus in 
their childhood. Even for adults the realm of clowns, trained 
animals, jugglers and acrobats dressed in bright costumes 
and performing dangerous tricks evokes a maelstrom of 
emotions. 

By chance, I got into the circus backstage through the 
private entrance and there I caught a glimpse of the life 
which is usually hidden from a spectator who comes into 
the Circus through its main entrance.

Having negotiated numerous staircases and long 
passageways of dressing rooms, I found myself in the 
quarters where the keepers clean the cages of animals and 
the technicians practice their lighting effects. The arena is 
busy with practicing performers: a juggler is tossing his 
clubs up in the air; acrobats are doing double somersaults 
and there is a girl near them, whirling in a gym wheel. In 
the evening, dressed up in a sparkling costume, she will 
appear in the floodlit arena and will be smiling after each 
exercise, as if to show the audience it is so easy for her to do. 
Still, sweat is streaming down her face and spine now.

The circus performers take their turn in the arena, training, 
brushing up their seemingly well-polished tricks. It requires 
a brilliant skill and faultlessness of movement for the 
performance to look so easy. The circus people do not like 
the word performance. They call it work, for them the show 
is really hard labour. 

It was  the first time that I got a look at the circus arena and 
auditorium from behind the curtain. 
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That evening I was sitting among the audience, watching the 
show and when it was over I found my way backstage again. 
What caught my attention was a clown who was sitting there 
tiredly, smoking a cigarette.  He was not smiling and but for 
his costume, I would never have thought that half an hour 
ago his simple jokes made the children laugh. It was kind 
of surprising to see a young woman wearing a homely bath 
robe, her hair down; one would hardly believe that an hour 
ago she was standing in the arena surrounded by lions and 
tigers who snarled at the crack of her whip when perched 
on the stools.

With all the lights off, the arena looked humdrum, not at 
all fairy-tale. The everyday life of a circus performer with 
its hard work was going on.  It will not be until the evening, 
when the usual light goes out, that the show will begin: the 
circus walls will become full of music and colorful lights, 
with trapeze acrobats flying under its dome and elephants 
dancing in its arena. Everything will change in a blink and 
take on an unusual appearance.
 
THE CIRCUS, 2012 . Format: 9.646” x 12.598” inches 
(32х24,5 cm). Text: Samuil Marshak. Woodcuts: Dmitry 
Sayenko. 27 sheets with images printed on both sides.
Total quantity of images: 30 woodcuts, Type: Univers’22 
& Bodoni’46, 18,36. Handmade paper, printing & binding 
by the artist. Cover: colour woodcut, leather spine, special 
slipcase. Total edition: 12 numbered & signed copies.

More detailed information:
www.nikodim-press.blogspot.com
or e-mail: nikodim-book@yandex.ru 

White Monks: A Life in Shadows, is the first artist’s book 
released by Francesca Phillips. 
For nearly 1,000 years, the Trappist community has chosen a 
life of seclusion and private contemplation that is rarely seen 
by others. Taken in monasteries across Spain, the 
photographs offer an intimate glimpse into an ancient way 
of life; a testament to lives devoted to spiritual service, in 
extraordinary counterpoint to the modern world. 

Published in a special limited edition of 50, it includes a 
choice of one of two 9¨ X 9¨ original silver gelatin prints.  
English and Spanish text with quotes by Henry David 
Thoreau, James Thurber,  Robert Browning and others. 

The book accompanies an exhibition of selected 
photographs that will take place at Wolfson College, Oxford, 
UK, 6th - 24th May 2013.

Photography and design by Francesca Phillips. Printed 
by Senecio, Oxfordshire on 170 gsm Lambeth cartridge 
paper with tracing paper interleaves. Full bound by 
Ludlow Bookbinders, Shropshire, in dark brown calf skin 
and cream foil blocked. Black linen covered slipcase with 
recessed silver gelatin print. 176 pages, 84 black and white 
photographs. 

Book dimensions: 9.96¨ x 9.25¨ x 1.18¨. Slip-case 
dimensions: 10.27¨ x 9.48¨ x 1.57¨. Signed and numbered 
by the artist. Price £500.  For the print choices and more 
information about Francesca Phillips, please visit: 
www.francescaphillips.com
Email: francesca@francescaphillips.com

The Glimmer of Armour - a new zine by Gracia Haby, 
Louise Jennison & Hila Shachar

The Glimmer of 
Armour is a bookend 
to It’s the Dusty Hour, 
a zine in celebration 
of the night. A 19cm 
x 14cm, 12 page 
full-colour hand-
stitched zine made 
in celebration of 
the light. Fastened 
together by one 
golden thread, this 
zine features Daytime 
Party by Hila Shachar 
alongside our collage 
series, Caught in the 
Light. Edition of 90, 
November, 2012

Available at: http://www.gracialouise.com/glimmer.html

Helen Hiebert is delighted to announce the release of 
The Papermaker’s Studio Guide DVD, a comprehensive 
visual guide to papermaking based on her book The 
Papermaker’s Companion. Helen hopes that those of you 
who use The Papermaker’s Companion in your teaching or 
studio practice will find this DVD useful. If you do not have 
the book, please take a look at the Papermaker’s Package 
available at the link below.
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In the DVD you will:
- Get tips on setting up a professional papermaking studio.
- Discover multiple ways to process pulp, explore a variety 
of sheet forming techniques, and utilise diverse pressing and 
drying methods.
- Explore unique papermaking techniques such as pulp 
painting, watermarking, and working sculpturally with 
paper pulp.
- View the paper art of 22 international contemporary paper 
artists.
 

Watch the introduction and order a copy of the film here:
http://helenhiebertstudio.com/Helen_Hiebert_Studio/Film.
html

Find out more about The Papermaker’s Package, The Library 
Package and more at: http://helenhiebertstudio.com/Helen_
Hiebert_Studio/Store.html

Helen Hiebert is please to announce the publication of 
her new book, Playing with Paper. 

The versatility 
of paper rivals 
that of any 
medium: it 
can be torn 
into pieces 
or burned 
with a match, 
yet it has the 
integrity to 
grace graphic 
design, 
fashion, 
and even 
architecture. 
In Playing with 
Paper, well-
known paper 
maker and 

artist Helen Hiebert has assembled a delightful and exciting 
collection of paper techniques, and projects, including a 
gallery of work from leading paper artists that expands on 
the ideas explored in the book. The techniques featured 
range from pop-ups, model making, and paper cutting, to 
book arts, origami, folding, and pleating. There are even a 
few projects that involve flying paper.

Autographed copies are available from January at: 
http://helenhiebertstudio.com/Helen_Hiebert_Studio/
Books.html or you can purchase a copy wherever fine books 
are sold.

The Kong Lear Archive
Claire Hind and Gary Winters
A boxed set of 54 pages of mixed media; images and 
performance texts, including a DVD of the Super 8mm film 
Kong Lear.

“The film Kong Lear was conceived as a portrait of two 
fictional figures merged, those of King Kong and King Lear. 
We didn’t want to make some half-narrative or remake of 
the film or play, instead a re-use of some of the texts and 
images from those figures. Some of those texts mutated 
from this basic impetus, with the introduction of Sigmund 
Freud into the mix - another heavyweight - to create the 
film portrait of Kong Lear. which is, of course, silent.”

We hope this archive can be used in a number of ways. 
Two ways we’ve already thought of would be to tip its 
contents over the floor, obsess over the convenient finger 
hole in the back of the box for a while and then sleep on 
the pages for 13 hours. Or to clutch a handful of sheets 
in a trembling hand and read as if the ink from them was 
slipping through your fingers like sand, try not to get angry 
though.There are many other ways…

Great as a library resource. Fits perfectly on the shelf. 
Slips between performance, documentation and 
artefact. Can be carried. Has a form, a face, a funny 
bone. Has an etiquette…

Limited edition of 100 copies, £24, available from 
www.clairehind.com  

The Kong Lear Archive, a film, text and sound installation 
will also be shown at Bar Lane Studios, York, 
7th - 19th February 2012. 
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LIEU, an artist’s book on silk and paper
Original text by Joel-Claude Meffre, 3 unique etchings, 
printed on silk, by Claire Illouz
Letterpress: atelier V. Auger, Paris. Edition of 22, on BFK 
Rives paper for the text, on silk for the etchings. Marbled 
cover. Grey case. Dimensions: 33 x 21 x 2 cm. November 
2012. Price: 600 Euros. Until December 31st 2012: 550 
Euros. To order, contact Claire Illouz: cillouz@wanadoo.fr
Tel: 33 (0)1 34 78 19 80. www.cillouz.com

Reverie In Progress
Leonor Décourt
Leonor Décourt is a Brazilian artist working with artists’ 
books and printed albums. Reverie In Progress is an edition 
of 3, each box contains three pairs of etchings printed in 
three different shades. The prints were folded and cut, ready 
to be handled and made into objects. The gesture of folding 
a print reveals different configurations of shape.

Edition: 3 albums, numbered from 1 to 3, and an additional 
artist’s proof. Each box lined with fabric and containing 
three pairs of prints, folded and printed, wrapped in relief-
printed paper.  The box also contains an uncut, unfolded 
print, and 1 folder with the description of the proposal and 
the colophon page.

All prints and folders signed and numbered by the artist. 
Plate size: 20 x 60 cm. Paper size: 21 x  60 cm – cut in half  
21 x 30 cm. www.leonordecourt.com.br

New from Paul + Wendy Projects
PWP017 - House & Garden by Sara MacKillop 
The book House & Garden is based on two inverse copies 
of a magazine cover that were found inside a second hand 
book. They are presented side by side and the binding allows 
for a further hidden negative.

6-page book, 8.5 x 11.75 inches, offset printed, staple bound. 
Edition of 200, $15. Available from 
www.paulandwendyprojects.com/house.html

New from Re:Surgo!
“667” by Christian Gfeller 
Screenprinted book, 4 & 5 colours on white heavy paper. 
20 pages incl. cover, 16 x 22 cm, edition of 90, signed & 
numbered. Price: 25 Euros incl. shipping in Europe.
http://www.resurgo-berlin.com/2012/10/667-by-christian-
gfeller.html
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(São Paulo), Fernando Weber (Santa Catarina), Filé de Peixe 
(Rio de Janeiro), Flavia Ribeiro (São Paulo), Fratura (Rio 
de Janeiro), Galciani Neves (São Paulo), Giorgia Mesquita 
(São Paulo), Gleyce Cruz (Paraná), Grupo FORA (Santa 
Catarina), Heleno Bernardi (Rio de Janeiro), iluminuras 
(Minas Gerais), Jardín Puclicaciones (Bogotá), Jardineiro 
Andre Feliciano (São Paulo), Jimson Vilela (São Paulo), 
La Ene (Buenos Aires-Argentina), La Silueta (Bogotá-
Colômbia), Leonardo Araújo (São Paulo), Letícia Lampert 
(Rio Grande do Sul), LOTE (São Paulo), Lucas Di Pascuale 
(Córdoba-Argentina), Lucia Mindlin Loeb (São Paulo), 
Mack Books (Londres), Maikel da Maia (Paraná), Maria 
Isabel Rueda (Bogotá-Colômbia), Martha Hellion (Mexico 
DF, México), Matias “ESPACIAL” Picón (São Paulo), 
Mayra Redin (Rio Grande do Sul), Mundo Dios (Mar del 
Plata - Argentina), Musica Para os Olhos (Rio Grande do 
Sul), Nara Milioli (Santa Catarina), Nomuque Edições 
(São Paulo), Pablo Saborido e Fabrizio Lenci, par(ent)
esis (Santa Catarina), PISEAGRAMA (Minas Gerais), 
Publicações Iara (São Paulo), Pulga (São Paulo), Raquel 
Stolf (Santa Catarina), RECIBO (Pernambuco), Refil (Minas 
Gerais), Renato Pêra (São Paulo), San-Serrife (Amsterdam - 
Holanda), Sobre Livros (São Paulo), Teto Projects / Maurits 
de Bruijn (Amsterdam - Holanda), Tradutores Anônimos 
S.A. (São Paulo), Turnê, TYPO|PAO (Genebra - Suíça), 
Vado Mesquita (São Paulo), Valdecimples (Paraná), Zine 
Parasita (São Paulo).  More information at: 
http://www.galeriavermelho.com.br/pt/exposicao/5949/
feira-tijuana-2012/texto

FINDING WYETH
A few thoughts on a recent artist’s book project
Ewa Monika Zebrowski
November 2012
This has been a very important project for me. 
I have struggled to find the right edit, the right format, 
the right medium.

I wanted to take the time needed to reflect and to create a 
work that would convey the history, beauty and fragility of 
the Olson House, the place where iconic American painter, 
Andrew Wyeth, spent so many years sketching, drawing, 
painting (30 years and 300 paintings), including Christina’s 
World now part of the Museum of Modern Art Collection, 
New York. 

REPORTS & REVIEWS

Martha Hellion has sent in some photographs from the 
recent artist’s book fair and events ‘Feira Tijuana 2012’ 
held  at Galeria Vermelho in Sâo Paulo this November. 

Participants included: ¿Hay en Portugués? (Santa Catarina), 
A Bolha Editora (Rio de Janeiro), Amissão (São Paulo), 
Aline Dias (Santa Catarina), Amir Brito Cadôr (Minas 
Gerais), Ana Bellenzier (Paraná), Ana Luiza Dias Batista 
{São Paulo], Ana Mazzei (São Paulo), Anônimo, Atlas 
(Minas Gerais), Balão (São Paulo), Bernardo Ramalho 
(Rio de Janeiro), Bil Lühmann (Santa Catarina), BOTE 
(São Paulo), Bruno Vilela (Pernambuco), Campo (São 
Paulo), CARIMBANDO ( São Paulo), Chelpa Ferro (Rio de 
Janeiro), Cobogó (Rio de Janeiro), Corpo Editorial (Santa 
Catarina), Cosac Naify (São Paulo), DEDO (Rio de Janeiro), 
Diego Rayck (Santa Catarina), Dulcinéia Catadora (São 
Paulo), Edições Capacete (Rio de Janeiro), Edith Derdyk 
(São Paulo), Elida Tessler (Rio Grande do Sul), Fabio Morais 
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I wanted, through my work, to convey something about 
the nature of the creative process and the traces we leave 
behind.

I hope Finding Wyeth will inspire reflection about the 
creative process: what influences an artist, what inspires 
an artist, the significance of the people he/she comes into 
contact with, the importance of the place where an artist 
chooses to work.  

On my last visit to the Olson House I discovered that 
Wyeth is buried only a few steps away from the place that 
brought him years of inspiration.

Andrew Wyeth found his world in that house.
One feels the resonance of those years when one enters the 
Olson House today.

The Olson House 
The Olson House, a National Historic Landmark, is owned 
and administered by the Farnsworth Museum, Rockland, 
Maine, USA. The celebrated American painter, Andrew 
Wyeth, spent three decades (1939-1968) sketching and 
painting at the Olson House on the Cushing Peninsula in 
Maine.

The house belonged to Alvaro and Christina Olson, the 
brother and sister who lived there. Wyeth used an upstairs 
room as his studio, where he painted over 300 paintings.

It was the view from a third storey window that inspired his 
iconic painting, Christina’s World, now part of the Museum 
of Modern Art Collection.

I visited the empty house during the summer of 2010, 
a house filled with tangible emotion and light. 
A house pregnant with stories and secrets.

Andrew Wyeth
Andrew Newell Wyeth (July 12, 1917 – January 16, 2009) 
was a realist painter, one of the best-known American artists 
of the mid 20th century. Wyeth’s subjects were the land and 
people around him, both in his hometown of Chadds Ford, 
Pennsylvania and at his summer home in Cushing, Maine. 
For a more complete biography go to 
www.farnsworthmuseum.org

Finding Wyeth
Images & Text: Ewa Monika Zebrowski
Design: Franicne Savard, Ewa Monika Zebrowski
Printing: PhotoSynthese. Binding: Jacques Fournier
Limited edition of 20 copies, printed on Asuka 48g 
Natural paper, digital inkjet process, 22 images & text, 
6 x 6.5 inches, Japanese fold, perfect binding. Cover, 
Stonhenge with decal edge.

All photographs of the Olson House were taken with 
permission from the Farnsworth Art Museum
© Ewa Monika Zebrowski, Montreal (Quebec) 2012
www.andrewwyeth.com  www.farnsworthmuseum.org
www.ewazebrowski.com 

Chris Ruston reports on the Book Arts Fair at 
Hadleigh Old Fire Station, UK
Book Arts Fair a resounding success!



Visitors, both local and from far field, who came to the 
Book Arts Fair at Hadleigh Old Fire Station on Saturday 
3rd November, were greeted by the sight of newspaper fish 
blowing in the breeze, from poles guiding them to the car 
park, and gaily coloured bunting ingeniously made from 
recycled ’junk mail’. This creativity set the scene for the 
delights on display within the main hall. Walking through 
the front door the smell of fresh coffee engaged different 
senses, thanks to the pop-up café from Cathy Darby.

And then what an incredible array of work was on display. 
Newly emerging talent rubbed shoulders with more 
established artists, truly providing a range of work to 
stimulate and engage everyone. The friendly, informal, 
atmosphere enabled visitors and artists alike to discuss the 
work in depth and ensure that everyone left the event with 
a greater understanding of how art and books combine to 
create a fresh approach. “One theme, so many variations” 
was a comment made about the event.

For the artists 5pm seemed to come very quickly as the 
constant flow of visitors, and interest in their work, meant 
that the time flew. They have all been thrilled with the warm 
response shown to this exciting form of art. As a result 
there is an eagerness to support the workshop programme 
planned for 2013, and the next Book Art Fair is certain to be 
even better!

Visitors left us there their own views of the day and included 
“one theme, so many variations.Wonderfully inspiring!”
“Amazingly innovative and inspiring, congratulations all”  
“More please, so much talent in a small space”
http://thebookartsfair.weebly.com

A report on the Artists’ Book Collection Launch at 
Cardiff Metropolitan University, UK
Doreen Barnaville

On the 18th October, Cardiff School of Art and Design was 
the venue for the launch of the Artists’ Book Collection now 
held at Howard Gardens Library. This was an opportunity 
for staff and students to peruse this small, but growing, 
collection in detail.  

Tanya Peixoto from bookartbookshop, London visited for 
the afternoon, to talk 
with students and staff 
about her experience 
and involvement 
with artists’ books.  
Her enthusiasm 
as she showed fine 
examples from her 
own collection was 
infectious. 

Currently there are about 100 books - many bought recently, 
and some older works extracted from the existing art 
school library. Others were donated by staff and students. 
It has primarily been developed as a teaching and learning 
resource with the aim of being as accessible and inclusive as 
possible. The collection contains books representing a broad 
range of styles, techniques, materials, construction methods 
and content. They are available for staff and students from 
all departments to access in working groups: since the 
launch some 80 students (from the Graphics, Illustration 
and Textiles departments) have engaged in hands-on 
sessions and it is hoped that the collection will both inspire 
students’ work and instigate discussion and debate about 
book arts.  
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To support this initiative the library staff members have 
produced study-support materials to signpost students to 
further relevant resources such as books and journals held 
within the library; the artists’ books are also featured in the 
art school library blog (at http://csadlibrarynews.wordpress.
com). They look forward to working in partnership with the 
art school to maximise the students’ engagement with the 
collection. 

Doreen Barnaville, Information Assistant
Howard Gardens Library, Cardiff School of Art and Design
Cardiff Metropolitan University, Cardiff CF24 0SP, UK
Tel: 02920 416243
dbarnaville@cardiffmet.ac.uk
http://csadlibrarynews.wordpress.com

From David Paton, Senior Lecturer in the Department of 
Visual Art at the University of Johannesburg, a report by 
Penny Payne on the book works produced for her recent 
degree show:

Penny Payne: The Four Corners of the Mind
An exhibition of 4th year work for the degree BTech: Fine 
Art, Department of Visual Art, University of Johannesburg, 
South Africa, FADA Gallery, Faculty of Art, Design and 
Architecture, UJ. 29th October – 4th November 2012.

My work investigates self-reflexivity as a form of identity 
construction through the process of making artist books. 
I use the process of self-imaging by transforming objects 
into symbols of aspects of my identity. The themes 
through which I develop an artistic voice and which frame 
my processes are fear and anxiety which speak about 
psychological conditions I experience in my life. I use 
the format of the book and the process of creating artists’ 
books to explore these themes, therapeutically working 
through them to find my voice. I believe these processes of 
understanding and constructing my identity is something I 
create in my work. My book art portrays this as a struggle to 
find my identity and in which the book becomes the carrier 
of the chaotic and resentful place which inhabits the human 
mind, body and soul.

The book as an object becomes a symbol, not only being 
a container for stories but, by distorting and disfiguring 
the book, a narrative is formed. My book objects represent 

a different fragment of existence in time and space and 
become something ‘other’ than their original form. I 
embody myself within the entire book, reusing and 
manipulating existing books, where all the details combine 
to form a strangely consistent whole. Storylines are created 
in visual form: suffocation, decay, rebirth, obsession, 
disintegration and psychological states, are the words which 
become metaphors of the exploration of my personal story.

I have produced areas of disintegration through an obsessive 
interrogation of and within many of the book pieces: 
piercing and shredding entire books, leaving behind the 
trace as if of a physiological penetration into the human 
mind, allowing the book to now become a place of therapy. 
There is a push and pull between destruction and life, 
the obsessive search for identity and a spiritual quietness 
which is released from within the books. Where there is 
destruction, there is a new life which emerges. 
The destruction and the need to repair the body, mind and 
soul becomes a place of rest within the books I create. 

My installation portrays the obsessive workings of my mind 
and thoughts. Through the transformation of book objects 
I reveal my feelings and an obsessive search for the self and 
my identity. Through the act of burning, ‘suffocating’ books 
within frames and boxes, altering books and manipulating 
pages, I am able to respond to states of emotional distress. 
I associate these responses with feelings of suffocating and 
the burning sensations of the body and skin as they react 
to deep seated feelings of depression pain, anxiety and fear.  
My books become the vessels in which these responses are 
held and through which I have pulled out and exposed the 
soul of the book from inside its body. 

Through the personification of my works of art, I endeavour 
to equate the book with human qualities, manipulating the 
pieces, allowing them to ‘suffer’ and become a place for the 
feelings felt within my body to live within the book.

I present my work as an integrated body of book objects 
and sculptural pieces which form my installation. I create a 

Spirit wall left and Body wall right
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cube structure which has four walls which are each 2m high 
by 1.8m wide. Each wall has been created around a specific 
theme of experiences, remembrances, and discovery of 
identity, fears and anxieties, representing the balance of the 
body, mind and soul. I have titled the walls: ‘intellect’, ‘body’, 
‘psyche’ and ‘spirit’. 

Intellect
The first wall represents my aspirations of hope and growth 
through the theme of the intellect. I use books, frames 
and boxes to create pieces which portray a growth and an 
understanding of self and identity by transforming books 
from the past and constructing them into symbols and 
metaphoric images. The construction of this wall, with its 
infestation of books, channels the search for my identity.

Body
The next wall represents repetitive, obsessive processes. 
I have called this wall the body because of the effects and 
feelings brought about by obsessive, compulsive behaviours 

and how they affect my body: a racing heart, nervousness, 
shaking hands, leading to feelings of anxiety. I want the 
viewer to experience the feelings of angst that I felt through 
the cathartic act of making these works. The books have 
been cut into triangular shapes creating sharp points to 
repel the viewer making them feel uneasy, just as anxiety 
makes the body feel uneasy. I have used an obsessive 
number of labels which extract stories from each book and 
which, when read, create one large and confusing narrative.

The labels read as a compulsive need to order objects 
and spaces and the need to control the body when it goes 
through episodes and symptoms of anxiety and compulsive 
behaviour. The process of making these works has been a 
healing and therapeutic one. The act of cutting each book 
allows me to work through and cut away emotional distress 
in the body.

Psyche
The third wall demonstrates my need to conceal and 
understand my feelings of fear and why it is present in the 
body and mind. I have called this wall psyche and layered 

Intellect wall, detail

Body wall, detail

Body wall, detail

Psyche wall, detail
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Spirit
The last wall is covered with an elaborate Victorian-print 
fabric and is filled with frames and books which are often 
inverted, revealing only the back of each object to the 
viewer. This wall is called spirit as the frames and books 
represent remembrances of my late grandmother who 
played an important role in my life. The reason I only show 
the backs of the frames, books and tapestries is because all 
these objects represent a connection to my grandmother 
and the feeling of her always being behind me, as she 
continues to inspire me spiritually.

My methods and concepts exploit different interventions 
within each book. I use methods of cutting, stitching and 
gluing by which I destroy the book: its original form is 
lost. But I then create a new object through an obsessive 
and psychotic need to fix the book. The spaces I have 
created allow each book to inhabit as well as extend 
beyond its format. Creating the space of a book allows for a 
psychological ‘testing area’ in which to search and in which 
to construct my identity. 

Penny Payne
October 2012

it with pages from encyclopaedias on the body and health. 
I have plastered over these books, embedding them into 
the wall as a metaphor to conceal my fears through the 
act of layering. The acts of concealing and revealing have 
been used to sensor my feelings from the viewer. I have 
also placed scientific objects; test tubes, medicine bottles 
and magnifying glasses, as metaphors for the desperate 
need to rid the psyche of fear.  I have created a space as an 
investigation into the workings of the human body and 
its chemicals. I am fascinated with how the human body 
operates, especially the brain. On this wall I search for 
answers as to how and why the body generates feelings of 
anxiety and fear as well as illnesses in the brain and body.

Psyche wall, detail

Spirit wall, detail

Above and below: Spirit wall, detail
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STOP PRESS!

ROBIN GILLANDERS - IAN’S FLEET a book published by 
Peter Foolen Editions in November 2012. This book shows 
a sequence of 15 photographs taken by Robin Gillanders of 
the fleet of boats made by Ian Hamilton Finlay. This regatta 
of toy sail boats took place with Ian Hamilton Finlay on 
Lochan Eck, Stonypath, Little Sparta, in June 2002.

Robin Gillanders is a photographer living in Edinburgh 
and had a long-time association with Ian Hamilton Finlay,
having done many collaborations with him. In 1998 the 
Scottish National Portrait Gallery in Edinburgh made an 
exhibition, and published a book, of his photographs of 
Little Sparta.

24 pages, softcover bound, 20 x 24 pages, printed in duotone 
by Lecturis, Eindhoven, in an edition of 300 copies, there is 
also a special limited edition published with this book:
an original photograph, 20 x 23 cm, numbered and signed 
by Robin Gillanders in an edition of 25 copies. The silver 
gelatine photograph is printed by Robin Gillanders on Ilford 
Warmtone Multigrade FB paper (see image above).

Price publication £ 10 / 12,50 euro / 17 $
Publication with edition £ 75 / 95 euro / 125 $
All incl. tax / postage not included.
Peter Foolen Editions / Nijenrode 107 / NL – 5653 JD 
Eindhoven. peterfoolen@online.nl 
www.peterfoolen.blogspot.com

From Steven Daiber:
Dear Friends and Colleagues of Red Trillium Press,
I’m returning to Havana in January 2013 to do some 
exciting work. This trip marks the 10th anniversary of 
printmaking in Cuba for Red Trillium Press. I will continue 
presenting book arts to students at San Alejandro Academy 
of Art and working with artists at ISA- Institute of Superior 
Art on the 3rd book in the trilogy, Espera - Waiting.

In 2010- 2012 Red Trillium Press/ Aqui en la lucha, with the 
support of friends like you:

Taught two weeklong book arts workshops to 50 students at 
San Alejandro and ISA art schools in Havana.

Presented a three-day book arts workshop to 10 children’s 
book illustrators at Edicion Nueva, the children’s book 

publishing house in Cuba.

Published Poder (2010) and Privacidad (2011), the first 
and second books of the trilogy on themes common to all 
Cubans: Power, Privacy and Waiting

Developed the Mis Amigos web page to help represent 15 
Cuban artists who have limited web access.

Published Cuban Book Arts Collaborations, in The 
Bonefolder, Vol. 7, an e-journal for the international book 
arts community.

Published En Cuba: Siempre hay algo - !Siempre! in The 
Blue Note Book Vol. 6 # 1 October 2011.

In 2014, Red Trillium Press will have an exhibition of Poder, 
Privacidad and Espera at The Center for Book Arts, New 
York, NY.

I need your support in order to continue inspiring Cuban 
student artists and exposing the world to Cuban artists.

Please donate $50 or more today, so Red Trillium Press can 
continue developing a dialogue for the future with these 
amazing Cuban students and artists.

Please go to the Red Trillium Press Campaign to 
make your tax-deductible (in US) donation and to see 
additional gifts, which are available: 
http://www.indiegogo.com/vaya-cuba-2013

And, please, email me at steve@redtrilliumpress.com or call 
(413)-695-7990 with any questions about donating to Red 
Trillium Press or about donating materials needed for my 
upcoming visit to Cuba.
Thank you so much for your continuing support.
With my deepest gratitude and warmest regards,
Steven Daiber, Red Trillium Press

WSW are running European workshops next summer, 
including: Printing at the Edge with Tatana Kellner and 
Susan Fateh at Rubha Riedh, Scotland
17th – 26th June 2013 
Imagine endless sky, rugged shores, exquisite long, long days 
and lingering sunsets. Imagine a cozy room, in a working 
lighthouse, miles from any town. Imagine yourself and a 
group of like minded artists making paper and printing, 
transforming your observations into a unique artist’s book. 

Inspired by our fabulous surroundings, we’ll create artwork 
that explores the expansive views and the timelessness of 
the site. Taking the water’s edge as a starting point, we’ll 
concentrate on making a series of pieces, paying particular 
attention to the idea of edges and edginess, in all its possible 
permutations. We’ll explore this concept with handmade 
paper with its irregular deckled edge, trace monoprints, 
stencil printing, traditional monoprints and chine-collé 
incorporating additional found material into our prints. 
We will work on a modest scale and explore the potential of 
long accordion artists’ books as a form, which can be both 
intimate and expansive.



$3600 single/$3150 double, this price includes most 
materials (pulp, paper, inks and plates), housing, full board 
of 3 meals a day, group transportation to and from Inverness 
will be provided, and a day trip to the nearby Inverewe 
Garden & Estate. Registration deadline January 31, 2013

Full details at: http://www.wsworkshop.org/program/
art-classes-workshops/summer-art-institute/summer-
printmaking-workshop-in-scotland/

Dan Speight aka ‘The Soft City’, is working on his graphic 
art project ‘Book Block’. BookBlock is street art in the most 
literal sense; a celebration of London’s unique and beautiful 
architecture in which illustrations of the city’s streets 
are printed directly onto the sides of reclaimed books, 
transforming shelves into streets. The work is a fusion of 
screenprinting and graphic illustration with a comic book 
edge, with the resultant image being heavily influenced by 
its relationship with the material it’s printed on. 

There are some examples of the work at:
www.thesoftcity.co.uk 
as TheSoftCity on facebook 
https://www.facebook.com/TheSoftCity?fref=ts 
and @The_Soft_City on Twitter.

Artists’ Books Surgery day at the London Centre for 
Book Arts on Friday 15th February 2013
A bit stuck with your artist’s book project? 
Don’t know how to realise it, sell it, what to do with it?
Come to LCBA for a free surgery slot, an opportunity to 
visit the studio to discuss and receive advice on any aspect 
of your own book-related project, be it conceptual, technical 
or otherwise. 

Individual surgeries are held by Sarah Bodman and Tom 
Sowden, Research Fellows from the Centre for Fine Print 
Research, University of the West of England, Bristol.
There are ten, twenty-minute slots available throughout the 
day on Friday 15th February 2013. Free, booking essential.
http://lcbasurgeries-eorg.eventbrite.co.uk/?ebtv=C

Two new titles from Café Royal Books:

À Ton Endroit by Emmanuelle Pidoux
24 pages, 14cm x 20cm, b/w digital. Printed on 80gsm 
off-white recycled stock. Numbered edition of 100, 2012.
£4, available at: http://www.caferoyalbooks.com/index.php/
shop/a-ton-endroit-/

Fist by Craig Atkinson
Drawings made on Post-it notes, creating accidental 
narratives. A nod to Alice in Wonderland and to the people 
who carry signs saying, ‘The End is Nigh’, for example. 
My aim is to be ambiguous enough to create multiple 
narratives throughout the book, so there will be many 
readings. A lot of my work comments on disaster, religion, 
war, terrorism etc. In a non-political way, quite lightly, so 
highlighting these things as points for thought but with no 
real message. 72 pages, Perfect bound, 15cm x 23cm, b/w 
digital. Numbered edition of 100, 2012. £10 available at:
http://www.caferoyalbooks.com/index.php/shop/fist/

You can read a short report by Doug Spowart and view 
images of the exhibition at Grahame Galleries: 
Lessons in History Vol. II – Democracy
http://wotwedid.wordpress.com/2012/11/23/grahame-
galleries-lessons-in-history-vol-ii-democracy/
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UWE Bristol Exhibitions at Bower Ashton Library 
Opening hours term time: Mon - Thursday 8.45am - 8pm, 
Friday 8.45am - 5pm, Saturday & Sunday 10am - 5pm.
Please check before travelling as opening hours vary dur-
ing vacation periods and bank holidays. Library main desk 
telephone: 0117 328 4750. http://www1.uwe.ac.uk/library/
visitingthelibrary/campuslibraries/bowerashton.aspx

If you have news, please email items for the BAN to: 
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk  Please supply any images as 
good quality RGB jpegs (300 dpi) c. 9 x 6 cm

NEXT DEADLINE:  12TH JANUARY 2013 FOR THE 
FEBRUARY 2013 NEWSLETTER
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